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Crane Operator
Licensing News
Causes Industry Waves
Katie Parrish

I

n the United States and Canada, chatter
about crane operator’s licenses has been
anything but quiet in the last few weeks.
News of licenses being revoked, new
regulations going into effect, and updates on
county ordinances have all made headlines.
More than 10,000 crane operators in British
Columbia have registered for assessment to
comply with the province’s new crane operator
certification program requirements. WorkSafeBC, the provincial regulatory authority
with respect to health and safety in the region,
required crane operators to register for assessment by July 1, 2007. Starting in January,
a team will begin assessing operators at their
jobsites, rather than requiring operators to go
to a test site to operate unfamiliar equipment.
The assessment will validate that the operator
understands how to use the load chart, as well
as knows how to rig and make a lift.
The number of crane operators who have
registered with the BC Association for Crane
Safety (BCACS) is nearly double what the
organization originally predicted. News of
the unexpected volume of registrants has the
rumor mill churning that the deadline will be
postponed. But the delays are false, according
to Fraser Cocks, executive director for the
BCACS. He said it’s possible that the deadline
may be extended, but right now, the assessment deadline is still July 1, 2008.
On the other side of the continent, crane operator licenses have caused headlines of a different
sort. In November, LiftandAccess.com reported
that 129 crane operators have had their licenses
revoked in New York. By mid-December, that
number had increased 30 percent. According to
WSRY-TV in Syracuse, N.Y., only 1,800 of the
3,000 operator licenses have been reviewed so
far, so more suspensions are likely.
The State Department of Labor suspended
the licenses after an investigation found that
several issued between 1972 and 2000 had
LiFT ACCESS l Januar y 2008
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gone to operators who had failed the practical
exam. Of the nearly 200 licenses suspended,
only one operator was found responsible for
an accident over a span of 30 years, WSRY reported. The inspector general’s office launched
its probe last May, but the source or nature of
the complaints triggering the investigation has
not been revealed.
Finally, talks continue in Florida as the
Miami-Dade ordinance for requiring crane
operators to be certified in the county failed
its reading in early December. The ordinance
will not go into effect until certain portions of
the ordinance have been reviewed. According to Bruce Whitten, chairman of the Florida
Crane Owners Council, these portions include
a review of the special crane inspector process,
language requirements in the ordinance, and
crane inspection requirements. We’ll keep you
posted as more information becomes available.

Online knowledge assessment

As crane operators face changes in their
states or provinces, the Crane Inspection &
Certification Bureau has introduced an online
assessment tool to help operators assess their
scope of knowledge of the OSHA regulations
and ANSI/ASME standards.
CICB’s Online Assessment Training is made
up of a database of questions divided into 17 categories that cover everything from load charts
to standards, communications, responsibilities,
planning, rigging, and safety. The complexity of
the questions is kept at a level that any operator
should be able to answer without the need for
additional documentation.
With the results broken down by category, the
assessment shows the areas of weakness. This
information can be carried into the training
environment where that person can then focus
on the areas that need the most attention, which
makes it a great resource to help crane operators
expand their knowledge. ■
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in my view

Tracy Bennett

Manufacturers
Move to Expand Production

A

midst the moaning over crane shortages can be heard the clatter of hammers as manufacturers make moves
to expand production. In recent
weeks, a number of crane OEMs and vendor
suppliers are breaking ground on new or
renovated facilities. Their efforts can only
be interpreted as a good sign for the years to
come. In their third quarter reports, Terex
Corp., Westport, Conn., and the Manitowoc
Co., Manitowoc, Wis., spoke of the continuing strong demand for cranes. And while
each company seems to be taking a different
approach to meeting that demand, the message is the same.

“Manufacturers work to increase
capacity in the face of continuing
strong demand for cranes.”
According to Glen Tellock, Manitowoc’s
president and CEO: “Traditional lifting markets continue to perform as expected. It is the
strength and depth of demand in emerging
markets that gives us the confidence to make
meaningful additions to our crane production capacity.” He predicts that demand will
remain strong through the end of the decade,
outpacing current production capacity for
several years. To meet that challenge, the
company is heavily investing in new facilities
and capital equipment in Port Washington
and Manitowoc, Wis., and Shady Grove, Pa.,
which will positively impact crawler crane,
boom truck, and industrial crane production.
Much of the work is expected to be completed
next month with additional processes coming
online by mid-year 2008.
Meanwhile, Terex, which has historically grown through acquisition, plans to
continue to do so while improving internal
performance capabilities in supply management, global sales and service, marketing,
LiFT ACCESS l Januar y 2008
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information technology, and financial
services. For example, to reduce logistics
challenges in delivering finished products to
customers, the company is positioning production closer to its customers. In addition,
as demand for boom trucks has decreased,
capacity at the Waverly, Iowa, facility has
been freed up for increased production of
high-capacity rough-terrain cranes, which
remain in demand. One other crane manufacturer who is in the midst of expanding to
meet demand is Tadano America, Houston,
Texas, which will move into new headquarters in the first quarter of 2008.
Inability of suppliers to meet demand
has also impacted crane production. Terex’s
quarterly report addressed this issue specifically: “The production issues of a stressed
supply chain and capacity limitations in
terms of welding and assembly space continued to extend lead times for deliveries.”
However, suppliers are also making
moves to increase production. While some
of the companies making recent announcements are not integral to crane production, the news does indicate an important
shift. Among them are Lifting Gear Hire,
Hirschmann, and Tulsa Winch Group. LGH
has invested in new sling and rigging gear
proof-testing equipment, effectively increasing its ability to test larger gear. Hirschmann
Automation and Control now occupies its
new U.S. headquarters in Chambersburg,
Pa., which will accommodate future growth
plans. And Tulsa Winch Group will expand
its office and manufacturing facility in Jenks,
Okla., in order to consolidate operations and
corporate functions of several of its brands.
“By centralizing the operations of dp
Winch and Greer Company at our corporate
headquarters, we can dramatically decrease
our time-to-market, fully leverage our manufacturing capabilities, and respond quicker
to market demand,” said Steve Oden, president of Tulsa Winch Group. n

UNLEASH THE POWER OF ORANGE
GET YOUR HANDS ON THE TOUGH, NEW SUPER COMPACT FROM JLG. Try the new
JLG® G5-18A and you won’t want to give it back. Experience comfort, maneuverability
and versatility like no other compact telehandler. Reach up to heights of 18 feet. Lift up
to 5,500 pounds. Maneuver around tight spaces with a 126-inch turning radius. Pick up
pallets. Move buckets of dirt. Handle heavy materials. For all of the jobs you need to do.
Unleash the power of JLG.
An Oshkosh Truck Corporation Company

877-JLG-LIFT | www.jlg.com/supercompact4

The chains depicted are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to depict an approved method of machine tie down.
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shop talk
Emerging Rapid-Test Technologies
for Deep-Cycle Lead-Acid Batteries
Isidor Buchmann

T

he secret of battery runtime lies in
the capacity. Usually given in amperehours (Ah), the capacity defines the
energy a battery can hold and specifies the elapsed time when discharging a battery at a calibrated current to the end-of-discharge voltage. Portable batteries commonly
use a one-hour discharge; larger batteries are
rated at either a five- or 20-hour discharge.
Lead-acid batteries come in two basic architectures: deep cycle and starter. The deepcycle battery is designed for maximum capacity and high-cycle count and is achieved
by installing thick lead plates. Starter batteries, in comparison, are made for maximum
CCA (cold cranking amp). The battery maker obtains this by adding extra plates to get a
large surface area for maximum conductivity.
If continuously cycled, the thin lead plates of
the starter battery would wear down rather
quickly. As a rule of thumb, the heavier the
battery, the more lead it contains, and the
longer it will last.

Differences between capacity and CCA

Both batteries are fully charged, but “rock content” limits the capacity on the second
battery.
and as the battery ages, the capacity steadily
drops. It should be replaced when the reading falls below 70 percent. Equipment operators often realize that capacity is a more
reliable state-of-health indicator than CCA.
Let’s look at the aging mechanism of capacity and CCA with graphic illustrations.
The images above show two lead-acid batteries: one with high capacity and one that
has aged. The buildup of so-called “rock

The characteristics of the lead-acid battery
can best be explained by making capacity responsible for energy and CCA for delivery.
Capacity and CCA do not age at the same
pace. CCA tends to stay high through most
of the battery’s life and then drops quickly
toward the end. By comparison, capacity decreases gradually. A new battery is designed
to deliver 100 percent of its rated capacity,
Isidor Buchmann, founder and CEO of Cadex
Electronics Inc., Richmond, British Columbia,
has studied the behavior of rechargeable
batteries for two decades and has delivered
battery-related technical papers around the
world, as well as authored articles and books
on the subject. Cadex Electronics specializes
in the design and manufacture of advanced
battery testing instruments. For product
information, visit www.cadex.com.
and
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content” as part of aging robs the battery of
usable energy, although it may still provide
good cranking power. The images at bottom
illustrate a battery with high and low CCA by
simulating free-flowing and restricted taps.
The third criterion of battery runtime is
state-of-charge (SoC). The battery capacity
is always measured on a fully charged battery, and the most simplistic method of estimating SoC is reading the open terminal
voltage (OTV). This approach is accurate if
the battery has rested for at least four hours
after charge or after applying a load. The
long rest period is the required recovery
time to pacify a battery when disturbed.
It should be noted that different plate compositions alter the OTV reading. Calcium raises the voltage by 5 to 8 percent, affecting SoC
estimation. Calcium is an additive that helps in
making the battery maintenance-free.

Battery rapid-test methods

CCA is shown with free-flowing and
restricted taps.

Battery capacity is commonly measured
by applying a full discharge. While this
method provides accurate readings, it is
cumbersome, time consuming, and wears
the battery down unnecessarily. During the
last 15 years, several rapid-test methods
have emerged that eliminate the need for
discharge – or so the manufacturers claim.
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A low charge reduces the drive power, and the battery appears
weak.
Introduced in 1992, AC conductance became popular in measuring conductance, from
which CCA is estimated. This non-invasive
method was hailed as a major breakthrough
because the test only takes a few seconds and
the instrument stays cool. Unfortunately, AC
conductance is unable to read capacity and
has limited use for deep-cycle batteries.
During the last five years, critical progress
has been made toward capacity estimations.
Cadex has developed a battery rapid-tester
based on multi-model electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (Spectro™). The Spectro CA-12 injects 24 frequencies ranging
from 20 to 2,000 Hertz. The signals are regulated at 10mV to stay within the thermal battery voltage of lead acid. The 24 slices from
the frequency excitations are compared and
the minute nuances analyzed. The instrument completes 40 million transactions during the short 15-second test.
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS) is not new. Equipment using this technology has been in use for decades. A full-

The Spectro CA-12 compact battery
rapid tester measures capacity, conductance, and state of charge in 15 seconds.
and
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This low-capacity battery will likely have good conductivity
and strong torque.

fledged EIS requires dedicated instruments
and a computer to analyze the data. The
setup is expensive, requires trained staff for
analysis, and is so large that the machinery
is moved on wheels. Furthermore, long calculation times make the system unsuitable
for commercial use. The Spectro CA-12 has
solved these problems by using powerful
digital signal processors, but the heart of the
engine lies in the patented algorithm.

a battery-specific matrix as a reference. On
purchase of such a unit, the instrument includes one or several matrices that are automatically matched with the selected battery.
As encouraging as battery rapid testing
may be, rapid-testers are not universal instruments capable of measuring the capacity
of any battery that will come along; they need
a battery-specific matrix as a reference. On

Typical battery problems

Let’s look at the most common battery
problems and evaluate how modern battery
rapid-testers can detect these deficiencies.
One can immediately see the benefit of knowing the capacity.
Low charge: A low charge reduces the drive
power, and the battery appears weak. Checking a low-charge battery with a discharge unit
will show low capacity. Rapid-testers are able
to measure the capacity with an SoC as low
as 40 percent. If lower, the instrument will
prompt to charge and retest.
Low capacity: A low-capacity battery will
likely have good conductivity and strong
torque. The voltage checks out fine and everything appears normal except the short runtime.
Knowing the capacity on an aging deep-cycle
battery is very important because it’s the best
indication when a battery should be replaced.
Mismatched set: Batteries do not age at an
equal pace. Like the links of a chain, the battery with the lowest capacity will govern the
runtime. Battery testers reading capacity can
identify low performers and allow a timely
replacement. The high performers can be regrouped for continued service.
As encouraging as battery rapid testing
may be, rapid-testers are not universal instruments capable of measuring the capacity
of any battery that will come along; they need

With a mismatched set, batteries do not
age at an equal pace.
purchase of such a unit, the instrument includes one or several matrices that are automatically matched with the selected battery.
In time, measuring battery performance
through non-invasive means will become
the acceptable standard, making discharge
methods redundant. Typical applications are
checking batteries to reduce false warranty
returns, preventing unexpected downtime
by assessing battery state-of-health before a
breakdown occurs, and improving the reliability of battery-operated rental equipment.
Designers of battery rapid-test methods
tend to be overly optimistic and create targets that may not be achievable outside the
laboratory. However, multi-model electrochemical impedance spectroscopy represents
a great leap forward and opens the door to an
entirely new way of battery testing. ■

We’re in the business of engineering

reliable lift solutions

by people who care.

At Skyjack our philosophy is simple. We engineer lift solutions that are
robust, reliable and easy to service, offering the lowest life cycle costs.
For information call 1-800-265-2738
or visit us online at www.skyjack.com
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News & Reviews
M A N U FAC T U R E R S

Doosan Infracore
Completes Acquisition
of Bobcat Businesses

Doosan Infracore, Seoul, South Korea,
has completed the acquisition of the Bobcat,
Utility Equipment and Attachments, West
Fargo, N.D., businesses from Ingersoll Rand
Company, Charlotte, N.C.
Doosan said that the three entities will
operate as individual businesses of Doosan
Infracore International, a U.S.-based subsidiary
of Doosan Infracore, and will be known as
Bobcat, Doosan Infracore Portable Power
(formerly Ingersoll Rand Utility Equipment),
and DII Attachments (formerly Ingersoll Rand
Attachments).
“We will focus on growing these businesses
by utilizing the great capabilities and talents of

		

our combined organizations to deliver superior
value to all of our stakeholders,” said David
Rowles, CEO of Doosan Infracore International.
As announced on July 29, Doosan Infracore
has paid $4.9 billion for Bobcat, Utility Equipment and Attachments businesses in the largest
overseas acquisition in Korea’s history.

JLG Opens ServicePlus
Center in California
JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., has
opened its fourth major U.S. ServicePlus®
Center to provide local aftermarket support
for JLG customers in California, Nevada,
and Arizona. JLG’s newest customer support
center, located in Riverside, Calif., just south
of Los Angeles, provides equipment service,
mobile tech support, parts stocks and used
equipment for JLG equipment rental and
distribution customers. Customers also can

LIFTS in Action

A Patriotic
Pickup

	Cranes & Equipment Corp., Peoria, Ill., recently pitched in to lend a veterans’ group a helping hand for
a lift in the city’s Springdale Cemetery, one of the oldest and largest cemeteries in the state. Al Harkrader,
commander of Peter W. Sommer Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 814, estimates that about 10,000 veterans
are buried in the cemetery, with 1,000 of those in the Soldier Hill section. Years after a Civil War soldier statue
at Soldier Hill had been destroyed by a century’s worth of acid rain and vandalism, the VFW, historical societies, and other interested parties had finally raised enough money to replace the statue.
	On Oct. 4, Cranes & Equipment assisted in placing the new Civil War statue on the monument. A 2007
model year PM Model 35027LC crane with
a capacity of 2,250 pounds at 62'10" made
setting the statue easy while preserving
the surrounding grave sites. The crane was
more than large enough to lift the new
soldier, which stands about 6 feet tall and
weighs about 1,500 pounds.
Joan Ausbury, president of Cranes &
Equipment Corp., said the PM crane turned
out to be the perfect crane for the job. “We
used what we had available at the time,
which was really a much bigger crane than
was needed,” Ausbury said. “But it really
helped because in a cemetery they don’t
like big trucks on the grassy areas, and it
was so far away that we ended up needing
a bigger crane in order to get the reach that
was required.” Ausbury said the machine’s
long reach allowed the crane to stay off of
the grass and gravestones.
and
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schedule operator, service, and product training classes at the center.
JLG’s other ServicePlus Centers are located
in Bedford, Pa., Houston, Texas, and Atlanta,
Ga. JLG also has service facilities throughout
Europe and Australia, including a recondition
facility in Tonneins, France.
JLG ServicePlus Centers offers same-day
parts support and a team of factory-trained
technicians who can perform service and
repair overflow when rental companies and
equipment distributors are at capacity.

Haulotte Enters
Middle Eastern Market

Haulotte Group, L’Horme, France, continues its international development strategy by
opening a subsidiary in Dubai. The Haulotte
Middle East FZE operation covers the Middle
East, Maghreb, and African countries. The
company said it wanted to be able to respond
to the demands of that market, which is
growing at an unprecedented pace. Haulotte
Middle East FZE will be managed by Arthur
Danelian, who has acted as sales manager of
the Middle East area for four years. He has actively promoted and introduced the Haulotte
brand in this sector and has extended the
distributor network.
Danelian will have the prime mission to
define the sales strategy and implement the
whole Haulotte range in the area, including
its range of AWPs, HTL telehandlers, and
Multijob backhoe loader.
R e g ulations

Florida Crane Safety
Regulations on Hold

According to the Florida Crane Owners
Council, a proposed local crane ordinance
requiring crane operators to be certified in Florida’s Miami-Dade county failed its reading in
early December and will not go into effect until
certain portions of the ordinance are addressed.
These sections include a review of the special
crane inspector process, language requirements,
and crane inspection requirements.
The ordinance, proposed by County
Commissioner Audrey Edmonson, comes
in response to a fatal tower crane accident in
2006, and two subsequent accidents in the area.

For up-to-date lifting equipment news, subscribe to
Lift and Access 360 eMagazine at LiftandAccess.com.
peers, using a crane simulator to perform specially developed rodeo exercises. Computerized
scoring generated the top 10 participants in
two categories: mobile hydraulic crane and caboperated overhead crane.

I ndustr y A ssociations

AEM Honors Service;
Elects Officers

The Association of Equipment Manufacturers (AEM) has presented “milestone member”
awards to companies in recognition of their
industry support through longtime and continuous participation in the association. Pettibone, Baraga, Mich., was honored as a 25-year
member in the association.
AEM also elected officers and directors for
2008. Glen Tellock, president and CEO of Manitowoc Company, Manitowoc, Wis., has been
elected 2008 chairman. Duane Wilder, president
of Liebherr Construction Equipment Company,
Newport News, Va., was elected treasurer.
Also elected as 2008 AEM officers were:
First Vice Chairman Martin Richenhagen,
chairman, president and CEO of AGCO Corporation in Duluth, Ga.; Second Vice Chairman Tiffany Sewell-Howard, CEO of Charles
Machine Works in Perry, Okla.; and Secretary
Dennis Slater, AEM’s president.

NACB Holds Annual
Professional Development Conference

The North American Crane Bureau, Orlando, Fla., held its annual Professional Development Conference Nov. 12-16 in Las Vegas, Nev.
The conference, now in its third decade, was
held at Palace Station Hotel & Casino. Industry
experts presented up-to-date information on
crane, hoist, and rigging safety standards; certification requirements; and inspection criteria.
Approximately 150 participants – crane operators, safety managers and inspectors, among
others – attended the week-long event.
Throughout the week, conference attendees
were able to participate in a crane simulator
rodeo. Crane operators competed against their

Winners of the contest were named during
an attendee appreciation dinner on Thursday.
Mike Gibbs, with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, won the rodeo in the mobile crane
division. Steve Earl, with the Boeing Company,
won the overhead crane division.
safet y and T rainin g

Skyjack Offers AWP
Operator Training to
Industry Regulators

Skyjack, Inc., Guelph, Ontario, announces it
has added training for government regulatory
bodies, such as Federal and State OSHA in the
United States and the Ministry of Labour and
the Worker’s Compensation Board in Canada,
to its Skyjack Safety Training course offerings.
The training program will help inspectors update their skills, as well as assist them in gaining
knowledge of new and existing standards and
regulations for the use of aerial work platforms.
Skyjack believes that informed and engaged
regulators are an important link toward increasing safety awareness throughout the aerial
lift industry.
Under this new initiative, Skyjack will offer
AWPT operator training or informational seminars regarding aerial work platforms to North
American regulatory bodies free of charge for
groups of six to 20 people at Skyjack’s AWPTapproved training centers in Guelph, Ontario,
and St. Charles, Ill., or at other appropriate
locations. The training is available to inspectors
or management employed by government regulators in the North American market and will
be tailored to the specific needs of the trainees.
“This is an innovative initiative that will
foster cooperation with regulatory bodies and

Raising your
business for over
20 Years
Dealer Alliance Corp.
We buy, sell and trade:
• Scissor Lifts
• Boom Lifts
• Reach Forklifts
• Skidsteers

Serving the worldwide construction
equipment industry since 1983.

866.591.5438
815.282.6100
aeriallifts.net
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In mid-2006, Edmonson formed a 20-person
crane advisory panel. The panel, made up of
dealers, rental companies, operators, developers, end users, equipment inspection companies, general contractors, and an attorney, came
up with local crane safety recommendations in
early 2007 to propose to Miami-Dade County
commissioners for approval.
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Lewis Equipment Brings Zoomlion Cranes to North America
	Citing product availability, engineering excellence and flexibility as the biggest
factors in taking on another line of mobile construction cranes, Lewis Equipment, Dallas, Texas, announced it has become the exclusive North American distributor for the
Zoomlion line of mobile construction cranes manufactured in China. The other factor,
according to Kevin Messenger, general manager, is the relationship the company has
built with its Chinese suppliers.
“That they don’t have the backlog of orders other manufacturers do is the critical piece,” said Messenger, whose company
is also a distributor of the China-made SunCrane line of tower
cranes. “But it’s all about relationships at the end of the day.
Nothing happens overnight, but through the relationship with
Sun and in visiting manufacturers over there, it’s one of those
things that evolved over time, meeting and talking about their
ability to produce.”
President Kyle Lewis said the relationship with Zoomlion has
been under development for more than 15 months. “In fact,
the Chinese manufacturer sent 12 engineers to Lewis’ offices in
Dallas as part of a planning strategy to ensure the equipment
designed for North America is world-class,” Lewis said.
Zoomlion makes a variety of cranes. Its truck cranes range in capacity from 25 to
130 tons; ATs run from 100 to 300 tons; and crawlers range from 50- to 600-ton capacities. Lewis Equipment has purchased an undisclosed number of truck, all-terrain and
crawler cranes. Messenger said the company produces “a nice-looking piece of equipment.”Production time on larger cranes is currently about six to eight months, but the
factory can kick out smaller cranes in approximately 90 days, he said.
Lewis has one Zoomlion machine in its Houston, Texas, yard, and at press time was
awaiting the arrival of a couple more. Lewis will be receiving the units on a regular

basis over the next year until all machines have been delivered. Some will be placed
in the distributor’s rental fleet.“It’s a wonderful way to show what the product can do,”
said Messenger.
“We also have some customers who are actually ordering them for sale,” Messenger added. “The buzz is just starting to hit, so we may end up having to sell
some that might have gone into our rental fleet, depending
on the circumstances.”
Zoomlion has a history as a Chinese supplier. The company
has been manufacturing truck cranes since 1972 in China. Over
the last three years, they’ve expanded distribution to cover five
continents in more than 30 countries.
“They’ve made a relatively new entrance into the global
marketplace,” said Messenger, adding that that’s the reason the
manufacturer is able to cut its production lead time to half that
of the industry’s average. “Other manufacturers have a lead time
almost double,” he said.
In 2005, Lewis introduced the modular-style SunCrane
tower crane into the United States and offers six models in
capacities ranging from 4 to 32 tons. They’ve been well-received in the North
American market, according to Messenger, and are operating across the United
States as rental machines. “On the Dallas skyline you can see a couple, as well as in
Houston and Austin,” he said. “It’s been really exciting to be able to introduce them
into the market.”
Lewis also recently purchased acreage in Grand Prairie, and plans to move its offices just down the street from its current headquarters. Messenger attributes the move
to growth the company has experienced over the past few years. “Unfortunately it’s a
moving target, but I’d say we’ll be in new offices within six months.”

create a more knowledgeable and safe industry,” said Tim Whiteman, AWPT president.

Arrow Material
Handling Develops
Work Safe Program

In 2007, utilizing OSHA-compliant work
platforms became a hot-button issue for roughterrain forklift owners and operators. According
to Ross Gault Sr., president of Arrow Material
Handling, Kansas City, Mo., manufacturer of
aftermarket material-handling and construction
attachments, a number of its customers were
asking for OSHA-compliant work platforms.
“Our wholesale customers and their end users
were concerned,” he said. “They wanted to be in
compliance and avoid any fines.”
Adding to the confusion is the term
OSHA-certified, which is often a misnomer.
“OSHA doesn’t certify products such as work
platforms, so there is no way for them to be
labeled ‘OSHA certified,’” said Ross Gault Jr.,
vice president of AMH.
and
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AMH reviewed the OSHA regulations but
found them difficult to understand, so it hired
a third-party compliance agency to review its
platforms. Working with Compliance Professionals, Raytown, Mo., an agency that creates
custom-tailored OSHA compliance plans
for companies, AMH performed a thorough
review of all blueprints and specifications
and performed tests, such as hanging weights
on the platform and looking at deflection
and other performance factors cited in the
standards. AMH received certification from
Compliance Professionals, which stated that in
its professional opinion, AMH’s fork-mounted
work platforms were fully compliant with the

intent of applicable OSHA standards.
In conjunction with the certification of compliance, AMH also developed a fork-mounted
work platform safety program, “Work Safe.”
Distilling down the ANSI and OSHA regulations, the two companies pulled out key points
and created sample forms and checklists that
can be used to document compliance activity
for work platforms and all ancillary equipment.
Key points in the program are recommended operating rules for work platforms,
such as in areas with electrical, fall, collision,
and environmental hazards. Daily inspection checklists for the work platform,
the forklift, and approved fall protection
systems are also included.
According to Ross Gault Jr., the Work
Safe program provides a foundation for
understanding how to use fork-mounted work
platforms in compliance with OSHA regulations. He recommends work platform owners
and operators develop their own inspection
program to be used in conjunction with Work
Safe to maximize the program’s potential.
For more information on lifting personnel
with work platforms, turn to page 26.

and
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IVES Provides AWP Training in China

IVES Training Group, a heavy equipment training provider with U.S.
headquarters in Seattle, Wash., and Canadian offices in Vancouver, British
Columbia, recently wrapped up nine days of forklift and aerial lift operator
training and train-the-trainer programs in Macau, China. The training offered was based on the ANSI/SIA training regulations in the United States.
“This is a first for us, and we’re just over the top about it,” said Rob
Vetter, technical director for IVES Training Group. He added that few, if
any, North American-based equipment training providers have delivered
AWP and forklift operator training programs in China, which he said is
indicative of the high-quality training and consistent delivery and reputation IVES has produced in the last 26 years. “Word of mouth has always
been our best marketing,” Vetter said. “Based on the buzz we were able
to create in China, we are now looking at more programs there, as well
as in Japan, Dubai, and Spain in 2008 and 2009.”
A c q uisitions

WireCo Acquires US Reel

WireCo WorldGroup, Kansas City, Mo., a leading producer and
marketer of wire rope and electromechanical cable, has completed
the acquisition of US Reel Corp., Carrollton, Mo.
US Reel produces wood reels, serving key customers in the Midwest. Under the management of Roger Moore, the firm has been the
primary supplier of wood reels to WireCo for many years. WireCo
plans to grow the business while assuring itself of a long-term, cost-

competitive source for its primary packaging method.
“US Reel has been a valued supplier to us for many years, and we
wanted to facilitate an orderly transition for the company,” said Ira
Glazer, CEO of WireCo WorldGroup. “Roger Moore has been a good
friend, and this acquisition met his personal needs as well as our corporate objectives.” No personnel changes are anticipated at this time.
R ental

United Rentals Ends Merger

United Rentals, Greenwich, Conn., has terminated its merger agreement with RAM Holdings and RAM Acquisition Corp., the acquisition
vehicles formed by Cerberus Capital Management, New York, N.Y.
United Rentals has requested that Cerberus Partners pay the $100 million termination fee required by the merger agreement.
According to a company spokesperson, the United Rentals board of
directors has determined that the company is best served by terminating the merger agreement and the constraints it imposes. “We remain
committed to enhancing shareholder value and believe the immediate
need is to move forward and focus our energies on our business,” the
spokesperson said.
United Rentals also announced that it will not appeal the Delaware
Chancery Court opinion and is terminating the previously announced
debt tender offers and consent solicitations made by its wholly owned
subsidiary, United Rentals (North America). The offers were being
conducted pursuant to URNA’s Offer to Purchase and Consent Solicitation Statement, dated Oct. 16, 2007, and have been terminated because
completion of the merger contemplated by the merger agreement was a
condition to consummating the offers.
As a result of the offer termination , the proposed amendments to
the indentures pursuant to which the notes were issued will not become
operative. All notes that were tendered in the offers will be returned
promptly to the respective holders. No action is required on the part of
the holders.

Former United Rentals CFO Pleads
Guilty to False Filings

According to The Associated Press, Michael Nolan, a former chief
financial officer for United Rentals, Greenwich, Conn., pleaded guilty
in federal court to making false filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission that enabled him to profit $11 million.
In order to meet a revised earnings per share forecast, Nolan and
others fraudulently inflated the company’s earnings per share numbers
in December 2000 for the fourth quarter of 2000 and the full year 2000
by engaging in a transaction that the company improperly accounted
for as a minor sale leaseback and used the transaction to fraudulently
recognize approximately $25.3 million in revenue and $12.2 million in
profit for the company in the fourth quarter, the AP reported.
Between March 2001 and March 2002, Nolan and others benefited
personally from the company’s falsely inflated earnings per share
numbers by selling a substantial amount of the company’s stock at a
fraudulently inflated price, authorities said. Nolan recognized a profit
to himself of $11.1 million through these stock sales. He faces up to 10
years in prison, a fine up to $22 million, and he also will be required to
pay restitution of $11.1 million. n
and
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World’s Largest Manufacturer of Rough Terrain Material Handling Equipment

New Products
Manitex 30112S Boom Truck

w Manitex, Georgetown, Texas, introduces the latest S-Series boom
truck, the 30112S. The newest addition to Manitex’s truck-mounted
taxi crane line includes a number of features found on the company’s
larger cranes.
The 30112S has a 112-foot main boom with a 46-foot two-section
jib option, offering the company’s highest tip height. The boom, which
features self-lubricating boom slider pads, has a continuous rotation
feature and a 360° work
area. The crane also includes ROCSolid outriggers
with a radio remote control
for ease of setup, as well as
22-foot aluminum outrigger floats.
In the fully enclosed ride-around operator cab, a diesel heater is
standard while a hydraulic air conditioner is available as an option.
The unit incorporates the Hirschmann Mentor LMI system with radio
anti-two block and a rotation hoist drum indicator. For a smooth
operating experience, the operator runs the crane via hydraulic pilot
crane controls. The 30112S is backed by Manitex UPTime 24/7 comprehensive support.
www.manitex.com

Manitou Updates MRT 2150 Rotating Telehandler

w	Manitou North America, Waco, Texas, announces the launch of its
newest model, the MRT 2150P rotating boom telehandler. The Privilege Series is the evolution of the existing MRT product range. One
change includes a new, more powerful Tier 3 Mercedes engine.
The updated MRT 2150P also includes improvements to the operator’s compartment. The larger cab has improved visibility because of its
curved windshield and new instrument panel. Ergonomic joysticks are
another addition to the cab, plus all fluids are now housed outside the
cab, making for a cleaner operator environment. An updated lighting
package and paint/decal scheme round out the cosmetic changes.
The MRT 2150P offers 10,000-pound capacity with 67'7" lift height,
as well as continuous rotation and frame leveling for easy placement
of loads on any jobsite. A hydrostatic transmission, the fully enclosed
cab, and Manitou Safety System are just a few of the many standard
features included on this new Manitou model.
www.manitou-na.com

MADE SA SKY Mx

w French manufacturer MADE SA introduced the SKY Mx operational aid to the North American
market at ICUEE, which enables
lifting equipment to detect the
proximity of high-voltage electric
power lines.
SKY Mx uses one to four independent magnetic sensors to detect the
electric field. Each sensor includes a
radio transmitter/receiver module
that continuously communicates
with the CPU. Once an analysis is
and
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made by SKY Mx, it indicates the area that the lifting equipment
should not go.
For example, if the crane, aerial lift, or forklift approaches a 15
kV medium-voltage power line at a distance of 10 feet or a 50 kV
or higher line at a distance of 17 feet, an audible signal and a warning light goes off to warn the operator. The alarm also can be connected to the horn or lights on the truck. The sound speeds up as
the machine becomes closer to the danger.
	MADE reports the battery-powered sensors will last about two
years but requires equipment owners to maintain their equipment
each year.
www.made-sa.com

Iowa Mold Tooling 5005i Electric Telescopic Crane

w Iowa Mold Tooling Co., Garner, Iowa, has added the 5005i crane to
its lineup of electric telescopic cranes. The 5005i has a lifting capacity
of 5,000 pounds and a maximum horizontal reach of 16 to 20 feet,
depending on options.
The 5005i crane is compatible with the IMT Dominator® mechanics trucks and feature manual and power booms, manual and power
rotations, and 12-volt DC power sources. And like all IMT cranes, the
electric telescopic cranes meet both OSHA 1910.180 and ANSI B30.5
standards.
In the past, contact points on electric cranes would start to weld
together if the operator ran the crane for too long, and IMT has been
able to extend the operating life of the crane by providing arc suppression and offering extended on-time motors, lessening the product’s downtime.
The mechanical and hydraulic systems on the new 5005i and all other
IMT electric telescopic cranes also
have advanced design features. For example,
the mechanical system includes an electric
planetary winch and a stronger, all-steel gear
rotator, while the hydraulic system has low
hydraulic flows, larger cylinder/lower system pressure, and a hose
break cartridge in the cylinder ports.
www.imt.com

Wooden Crane Model

w Wooden Classic Wheels,
DeMotte, Ind., introduced
its newest design – a
wooden crane truck model.
The crane truck is built from
solid maple, walnut, and bloodwood and has black painted wheels.
The truck is 32"x10"x8" and has moveable parts.
	All models are completely handmade by founder William Jackson
and represent client-owned pieces, rather than specific makes or models of vehicle. Jackson began Wooden Classic Wheels after an injury to
his arm left him unable to work in his construction job. Now, his lifelong
woodworking hobby has become his career. Jackson makes models of
all types of vehicles, including cranes, tractors, automobiles, and various construction equipment.
www.woodenclassicwheels.com

Highlights of the latest lifting equipment and component introductions.

Teupen America LEO 15GT Lift

w Teupen America’s LEO 15GT, one of
its most popular lifts, is now the fastest
operational lift in the Reading, Mass.based company’s lineup. The LEO 15GT
now comes equipped with new controls and a faster processor. This allows
operators to reach high jobsites 30 percent faster, with smooth operation.
The lift’s design has been streamlined
for a more modern look and easier operational service access. The LEO 15GT
continues to be the leader in this segment, the company said, with unique
standard features such as a 10-second
basket detach system and vertically adjustable, white non-marking
rubber tracks for safer travel on the side of steep slopes. The lift is
available in 207 colors.
www.spiderlifts.com

Deutz AG Telematics System

w Deutz AG, Cologne, Germany, has developed its own telemetry system for industrial engines, which allows constant and reliable evaluation of engine and machinery conditions in real time

using key engine data, such as coolant, oil and fuel levels, which are
transmitted to a central server.
The data can be read and evaluated via the internet from anywhere in the world, and it can provide remote access to defined
functions, as well as analyze and monitor the machine.
The system also features geo-fencing theft protection. An internet interface enables users to stipulate the operating range of their
machinery. If the limit is exceeded, a warning signal is emitted or a
text message is sent to the owner.
By constantly monitoring the capacity utilization and availability of their engines and machinery, customers are able to identify
excess capacities and improve the efficiency of their vehicle fleets.
Deutz Telematics can also optimize the entire scheduling process
because positional data and the equipment's status are available to
the user at all times. Downtime can be reduced because the system
sends timely information in the event of error messages.
	Deutz Telematics also offers advantages where maintenance
needs to be undertaken. Because the condition of the engine or
machinery is known at all times, the maintenance can be better
planned and adjusted to suit individual usage requirements.
	Deutz Telematics is easy to install, consisting of only a few components and can be flexibly adapted to meet customers' needs. It is also
compatible with non-Deutz engines. The Deutz Telematics controller
receives positional data via GPS, which is attached to the engine. n
www.deutz.com

www.rrtirecovers.com
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Accident
ALERT Increasing awareness for those who operate lifting equipment.
replacement boom is available to complete the tower crane erection. Federal OSHA is investigating the incident. – The Enquirer
Pinned By Machine — Henderson, Ky.
One man died and another was critically injured after a section of a
lattice-boom crawler crane’s boom dropped on them. Four men were
working to remove a section of the crane’s boom, and as two of the men
were disassembling it from the underside, it fell and crushed them. OSHA
is investigating the incident. – The Gleaner
Tipover — Nevada, Iowa
Work on a new city hall building came to a stop after a rough-terrain
crane tipped over and smashed the frame of the building. Workers said
they weren’t sure what caused the accident, and it is not known how badly
the frame has been damaged or how long construction will be delayed.
Police said a motorist passing by the scene was distracted by the tipped
crane and rear-ended another vehicle in front of the construction site. No
one was injured in either incident. – Kcci.com

N o r t h e a st

Photo courtesy of the Austin American-Statesman

TIPOVER — Austin, Texas
A crane being used to build a downtown apartment building toppled onto the structure’s wooden frame, causing dozens of workers
to run for safety. No one was injured in the accident.
On the job, the crane was being used to carry a bundle of wood
for framing the building, and the boom was extended about four
stories high. Officials said they don’t know why the crane went over.
The Austin fire department chief said that an operator was in the
crane’s cab as it tipped over. She added that the incident will likely be
investigated by OSHA. – Austin American-Statesman

Mi d w est

Tipover — Cincinnati, Ohio
An unknown man who screamed at bystanders to move out of the way
saved a number of lives as a crane toppled over on a busy street corner.
“He could have been scared like everyone else, but instead, he went into
warning mode,” said a construction worker.
The mobile crane was being used to assemble a tower crane and was
lifting a piece of the crane when it toppled over, crushing an unoccupied
SUV. It also took out a traffic light pole, a crosswalk signal, and an overhead power line. The boom landed only feet from a seating area at a park.
About 20 workers were also on the construction site when the incident
occurred. No one was injured.
Construction on the performing arts school has come to a stop until a
and
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Chemical Spill — Fitchburg, Mass.
Two workers were splashed with soldering acid after a forklift punctured a 55-gallon drum. The men were loading two drums of the substance with a forklift into a tractor-trailer at the time of the incident.
The forklift operator finished placing the pallet holding the drums and
began backing the forklift out. But as the machine went backward up a
ramp, the wheels slipped and the vehicle lurched forward. The forklift
punctured one of the plastic drums, spilling 54 gallons of acid into the
trailer and splashing the men with the chemical.
A fire lieutenant said the chemical did not create any gaseous clouds
and did not pose an immediate threat to anyone in the area. The local
Hazmat team contained and neutralized the spill in about three hours.
– Sentinel & Enterprise

Power Line Contact — Bangor, Maine
One man was killed and another was critically injured when a crane
on a residential construction site touched an overhead power line. The
two men were working on a modular home when the crane, also touching the home, bumped the power line. Wind is believed to have been a
factor in the accident. OSHA is investigating. – Bangor Daily News
Pinned By Machine — Salisbury, Mass.
A 52-year-old ironworker was killed at a welding company after he
was pinned by a 60-foot boom lift. Employees were working on the
boom lift when the 2,000-pound boom dropped down and crushed
him. When police and firefighters arrived, they used another piece of
earth-moving equipment to lift the boom and free the man underneath. The ironworker was transported to a local hospital where he was
pronounced dead. Local and state police and federal OSHA are investigating the accident. – www.newburyportnews.com
Tipover — Little Ferry, N.J.
A 60-ton mobile crane toppled over and killed a signal person. According to police, the 38-year-old man had been directing the crane

operator from a catwalk that straddled two below-ground sewage
tanks. The asphalt beneath the crane gave way, causing the crane to tip
over. The boom then came down and crushed the man. His body was
trapped under the boom for more than seven hours until a few more
cranes were brought in to remove the boom. – The Record
Pinned By Machine — Albany, N.Y.
A 22-year-old mechanic died shortly after being crushed by a crane
boom. The man was working on the partially raised boom when it collapsed on him, pinning his chest. Co-workers tried to lift the boom off
the man with a forklift but to no avail. Firefighters eventually removed
the man. He was pinned for 17 minutes.
The mechanic was unconscious and in full cardiac arrest when he
was taken to the local medical center; he died shortly after arriving. The
cause of death was blunt force trauma to the upper torso. State and federal labor agencies are investigating. – www.timesunion.com

– www.sanluisobispo.com

– www.crestlinecourier-news.com

sout h
Tipover — Ocala, Fla.
A 52-year-old man taking his children for a ride in a boom lift was
killed after the machine’s front right tire fell into a hole for a septic tank
and ejected the man and his two children 30 to 40 feet. Prior to the
accident, the man had been using the boom lift to trim trees. He had
borrowed the machine from his employer, a roofing company.
The man died from head injuries, while his son and daughter were
flown by helicopter to a hospital. His daughter was in stable condition
and had surgery for a broken leg; his son was in a coma and listed in
critical condition.
A detective with the county sheriff’s office said that the man was
apparently unaware of the septic tank in front of the house. “They had
probed for a septic tank and found one, not figuring there was a second
one on the property,” the detective said. The county sheriff’s department is investigating. – Star-Banner n
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Tipover — Los Angeles, Calif.
The operator of a 300-ton mobile crane was injured when the vehicle overturned in an accident on Interstate 5, authorities said. The crane
blocked all southbound lanes on the interstate, causing traffic to back up.
The 27-year-old operator suffered cuts and bruises and was being examined for a possible head injury at a hospital, where he was listed in fair
condition. The circumstances of the accident are under investigation.

Tipover — Lake Arrowhead, Calif.
A 25-year-old cable contractor was killed after being thrown from
a truck-mounted aerial lift. The man was laying cable when the truck
started to roll, and the driver was unable to stop or control the truck.
In an attempt to slow down the vehicle, he steered it into an embankment, but the truck rolled on its side and threw the victim out of
the platform and onto the pavement. He was pronounced dead about
an hour after the accident. The driver was also seriously injured.

Web Watch
Whether it is late-breaking industry news, exclusive Equipment Reviews and On the
Job analysis, guest columns written by industry experts, or editorials by our in-house
editorial staff, Lift and Access 360 and LiftandAccess.com put a wealth of exclusive
online information at our readers’ fingertips. Here’s a snapshot of some recent web-exclusive topics.

Product Spotlight

Super Compact Sets
Its Sight on Multiple
Applications

By Katie Parrish
It’s no secret that compact telehandlers
are the fastest growing machines in the
telescopic handler market segment, and
JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., has
entered the field with a new “super compact” to meet the needs of
a number of industries. In
mid-December, the company showed the new G5-18A
at its Kennesaw, Ga.-based
ServicePlus facility.
Built in Shippensburg,
Pa., the 5,500-pound capacity G5-18A was
designed with four applications in mind:
construction, landscaping, municipalities, and agriculture. The G5-18A boasts
a capacity of 4,400 pounds at the 18'4"
maximum lift height and 1,850 pounds at
the 10'10" maximum forward reach. Travel
speed is 16 mph and boom cycle time is

Top Story

Assessment to Begin
for British Columbia
Crane Operators

	More than 10,000 crane operators in
British Columbia have registered for assessment to comply with the province’s
new crane operator certification program
requirements. The number of crane operators who have registered with the BC
Association for Crane Safety (BCACS) is
nearly double what the organization originally predicted.
	WorkSafeBC, the provincial regulatory
authority with respect to health and safety in the region, required crane operators
to register for assessment by July 1, 2007.
Under the regulation, operators of boom,
and
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21 seconds, allowing operators to quickly
move materials on a variety of jobsites.
Powering the unit is an 84-hp Perkins
1104D. According to Brian Boeckman, JLG
product parent – telehandlers, this size engine was selected for trades like landscapers
to maneuver easier in rough terrains. Axles
are supplied by Dana, and the unit features
a Rexroth hydrostatic transmission. A SauerDanfoss fixed gear pump is used to operate
boom function.
	Maneuverability was a focus of the G518A’s design. The machine boasts a 126inch turning radius and
compact dimensions, such
as a 144.5-inch length (less
forks) and 71.5-inch width.
At 75.6 inches tall, this
machine can fit through a
finished double-wide door.
The G5-18A comes standard with three
operator-selectable steering modes: fourwheel circle, four-wheel crab, and twowheel steer. Standard tires are 12x16, but
the demo unit in Georgia was fitted with
the optional 14x17.5 tires.
	Read this Product Spotlight only on
LiftandAccess.com.
tower, and mobile cranes in British Columbia must hold a certification proving competency. Until this regulation, there was
no common standard on which to base
a decision about which piece of equipment an operator was qualified to use. The
BCACS has worked with WorkSafeBC and
the Industry Training Authority to develop
the operator qualification program.
BCACS has defined the standards and
the assessment criteria and has put together a team of assessors that will go to
jobsites and walk crane operators through
a typical lifting task. The assessments,
which start in January 2008, will validate
that the operator understands how to use
the load chart, knows how to rig, and how
to make a lift.
For more on this Top Story, visit Lift
andAccess.com.

Guest Column

Proper Setup of
Mobile Cranes and
Outrigger Usage
Adapted from the North American Crane Bureau’s
Professional Development Conference, held Nov.
12-16 in Las Vegas, Nev.

	While crane operators may think
they know the basics of crane setup,
the fact is that accidents still happen
and everyone can use a refresher.
One fundamental requirement for
safe mobile crane setup is to read and
understand the operator’s manual.
Although it’s one of the cardinal rules
of crane use, it is often overlooked. To
know proper setup protocol, the operator needs to be familiar with load
charts and must know the manual,
including foot notes. Another rule of
thumb: When manufacturer requirements differ from consensus standard
requirements, defer to the more stringent standard.
	A crane is properly setup to perform
only after certain environmental conditions are met, so a survey of the surroundings is mandatory. Surveying the
area is the backbone of a safe lift. Bad
lift conditions can equal big problems.
If you’re on concrete it doesn’t mean
you have a supported surface – you
might punch through the concrete
trying to pick up a load. The ground
needs to be solid, and operators need
to know what the condition of the soil
is, especially when getting into critical lifts. Be aware of how weather and
temperature can affect crane setup.
Ground that is frozen solid in the morning or overnight may not be safe come
afternoon. Also watch out for hidden
dangers, such as drainage ditches and
culverts that can collapse if they go
unnoticed.
Power lines are also a deadly hazard.
Make sure power lines are de-energized and put insulators on if it’s necessary to operate near one. Also have
a qualified signal person because there
is no room for error when it comes to
electricity.
	Read this Guest Column and more at
LiftandAccess.com. n
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Cover Story

Personnel Work
Platform Safety
A review of the resources designed
to ensure proper use of platforms
on telescopic handlers.
Editor’s Note: In an effort to clarify some of the grey areas of finding the
right regulations, rules, and instructions to properly use work platforms
on telescopic handlers, David Baxter, director of marketing – aftermarket
products and support, JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., presented
“Elevating Personnel with Telehandlers: An Overview of Standards and
Requirements” at the 2007 SAF-T Conference in Long Beach, Calif.
His presentation and the following adapted article are designed to arm
attendees and readers with the resources to find, read, and become familiar with the appropriate standards and regulations associated with using
work platforms on telehandlers. It is not intended to replace training or
provide interpretation of the standards.
The complete ANSI/ITSDF B56.6-2005 standard can be found at
www.itsdf.org/pB56.asp, and the OSHA regulations and interpretation
information pertaining to work platforms on telehandlers can be found
online at www.osha.gov.

T

he use of work platforms on telescopic material handlers has
become commonplace on many construction sites. Both OSHA
and ANSI have regulations that apply to the use of forklifts, and
it’s important to note which specifically address the safe use, design, and machine requirements associated with utilizing work
platforms on telescopic handlers.
The following is a review of the regulations and standards, a summary
of the most commonly asked questions, and an overview of the resources
available to forklift owners and operators.

Safe use under ANSI

ANSI/ITSDF B56.6-2005 is the safety standard that governs the use
of rough-terrain forklifts and telescopic handlers. It addresses the use of
work platforms in a few areas: Section 5.15 talks about elevating personnel, Section 5.16 talks about the operator qualifications, and Section 8.24
addresses platforms for elevating personnel.
All of these standards cover the user requirements, including rental
companies and dealers, the platform design requirements, and the machine requirements. The standard also covers the training requirements
for platform occupants and the operator of the telescopic handler, as well
as the proper types of fall protection as defined by the local authority, the
jobsite, and the equipment manufacturer.
Some general safety items covered in ANSI/ITSDF B56.6-2005 discuss
how to best use a personnel work platform with a telescopic material handler, which has a lot of consistencies with the ANSI A92.5-2006 BoomSupported Elevating Work Platform standard.
and
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ANSI B56.6 says that telehandlers are not to be used to lift
personnel unless there is no other practical option.
Key areas include:
• Personal protection equipment must always be worn as required;
• Machines must never be driven with occupants elevated in the
platform;
• Platform occupants must be alerted prior to moving the platform;
• Overhead protection for occupants as operating conditions require;
• Work area shall be defined to warn others of work by elevated personnel;
• Path of platform travel must be free of hazards;
• Personnel are to maintain firm footing on the platform floor – methods
employed for achieving additional height are prohibited; and
• Telehandlers are not to be used to lift personnel unless there is no other
practical option.
The last point is one of the most important requirements: Telehandlers
are not to be used to lift personnel unless there is no other practical option, which is an area where interpretation, common sense, and proper
training all come into place. Obviously, there are a lot of different types of
equipment available out in the marketplace, and selecting the best piece
of equipment for the job is paramount to ensuring a safe work environment. Although it is a bit of a grey area, in instances where there is no
other practical option, a telescopic handler is an appropriate means to lift
personnel if it is used correctly.

TOUGH. VERSATILE.
CAT TO THE CORE.

INTRODUCING THE NEW CAT® TELEHANDLERS.
Take command of the job site with the tough, new Cat ® telehandler. Feel the power of the proven Cat engine and
stay in control with our pilot-operated joystick that’s designed for comfort and efficiency. Extend your versatility
with a full range of Work Tools, while meeting your job site demands from the spacious cab. All backed by renowned
Cat Dealer support and the industry’s best parts availability. These telehandlers are rugged, reliable and all-around
Cat to the core. Contact your Cat Dealer today or visit www.cat-telehandlers.com/TL14
www.cat.com

© 2007 Caterpillar. All rights reserved. CAT, CATERPILLAR, their respective logos, “Caterpillar Yellow” and the POWER EDGE trade
dress, as well as corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of Caterpillar and may not be used without permission.
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ANSI also provides design requirements for personnel work platforms.
While most of the platform design requirements rest on the manufacturer
to certify that a platform is ANSI compliant, the telehandler user must
ensure he is using an appropriate platform. For example, ANSI B56.6 says
that a telehandler platform cannot exceed 10 inches beyond the width of
the machine in both directions, so if you have an 8-foot-wide machine,
the platform cannot be more than 9’8” wide. Although some platforms on
the market are 12 or 16 feet wide and OSHA-compliant in the way they
are constructed, they do not meet the ANSI requirement per B56.6.
Other requirements include platform floor criteria; toe plates; pinch
point protection; criteria for mounting or attaching the platform; handrail
presence, height, and strength requirements; lanyard anchorage points;
and structural safety factors. It also notes that modifications made to the
platform that are detrimental to its safe use are prohibited.
Some manufacturers do not allow the use of personnel work platforms
on their telescopic handlers while others do, so users need to make sure
they are in compliance with the manufacturer. If a manufacturer does not
say if they allow work platforms on telehandlers, then the users need to
obtain specific permission to do so.
There are two types of platforms on the market. First is a fork-mounted
platform where the platform has pockets that mount over the forks and
can be secured so the platform cannot slip off. The
other is a quick-switch coupler where the forks
are removed from the telescopic handler, and
the platform mounts directly to the
coupler. In order to use a platform, it
must be securely attached to the lifting carriage or forks and the lifting
mechanism must operate smoothly.
Another machine requirement is
that lifting personnel when the machine is
on a side-slope is prohibited unless it can
The fork-mounted
be leveled. While some telehandlers have
platform is one of
frame-leveling capabilities, others do not.
two different types of
If the machine does not, it cannot be used
platforms.
to lift personnel. Other select parts of the
standard state that the machine must rest
on firm footing, and the drive controls in
the cab must be in neutral with the parking
brake set if personnel is going to be lifted.

OSHA regulation requirements

Another authority on the topic is OSHA, which often
complements the ANSI standard. However, if there is any conflict between
the different agencies providing guidance, it is recommended that the user
follows the requirement that is more stringent.
The OSHA regulations that apply to lifting personnel with telescopic
handlers are 29 CFR 1926.451, 29 CFR 1926.452, and 29 CFR 1926.454.
Additionally, OSHA 29 CFR 1926.602 (c) addresses the use of lifting and
hauling equipment, and OSHA 29 CFR 1910.178 governs the use of powered industrial trucks. OSHA regulations cover the capacity for what a
platform can and can’t accomplish with a telescopic handler; the proper
ways it can be constructed; access; use; fall protection; and training.
A few items of note from the OSHA 1926.451 regulation is that frontend loaders and other similar pieces of equipment shall not be used to
support scaffold platforms unless they are specifically designed by the
and
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manufacturer for such use. OSHA agrees with ANSI that unless the manufacturer approves it, you cannot use it. Additionally, the entire platform
needs to be attached to the forks, and the telehandler cannot be moved
horizontally or driven while the platform is occupied.
Applicable OSHA machine regulations cover the design of all industrial
trucks used by an employer. It requires machines to meet the ANSI B56.11969 Safety Standards for Powered Industrial Trucks. In OSHA 1910.178
(1) (i) Powered Industrial Truck, the regulation calls for the employer
to ensure the operator of the powered industrial truck is competent to
operate a powered industrial truck safely. This includes training program
implementation, training program content, refresher training and evaluation, avoidance of duplicative training, and certification.
Another key item is in OSHA 29 CFR 1910.178 (m) Truck Operations,
which defines an unattended machine as one whose operator is more
than 25 feet away while in sight of the machine or one where the machine
is not in his/her view. When you have a person working at elevation, it’s
critical that the truck operator is on the machine. There is really no reason
for them to leave when the person is elevated in the platform.

Frequently asked questions

Through ANSI, OSHA, and manufacturer’s instructions in the manuals, the majority of situations in which work platforms are used are covered. However, questions arise as different innovations come out. One
common question is what is the method for shutting down power to the
machine by the platform occupant? Most platforms do not have controls;
rather the controls are provided in the cab, so there is no requirement to
shut off power to the machine by the platform occupant unless there are
controls in the platform with an emergency shutdown switch.
Additionally, work platforms with controls that enable the
platform occupant to drive the machine fall under the ANSI
A92.5 standard for boom-supported aerial work platforms.
One example is the JLG Transformer, which has a set of
controls in the platform that allowed the operator to
drive the machine. This machine meets two different standards: ANSI B56.6 and ANSI A92.5.
Machines with lift controls in the platform that
do not permit the operator to drive only need to
meet the requirements of ANSI B56.6.
Another point is an OSHA-compliant
platform does not necessarily mean that it
is ANSI B56.6 compliant. If the user plans to
use a work platform on a telehandler, both
sets of requirements need to be met.
Finally, if the manufacturer’s operator manual, machine labels, or
other formal communication states the machine is not to be used for
elevating personnel, the user is prohibited from doing so. If the operator’s manual is silent on the use of elevating personnel, it is the user’s
obligation to contact the manufacturer for approval prior to using a
personnel work platform. Also, if the manufacturer is no longer in
business, a professional engineer needs to be consulted to determine if
the machine is suitable for use with respect to elevating personnel.

Resource review

The applicable ANSI standard and OSHA regulations for elevating personnel on work platforms can be found online at www.itsdf.org/pB56.asp
and www.osha.gov. If there are areas that require clarification or further

Who’s Who in Work Platforms
Manufacturer Position on Work Platforms

Includes Work Platform
in Attachment Offerings

Additional Comments

Bobcat

Does not approve the use of work platforms

No

N/A

Caterpillar

Allows the use of work platforms on TL- and B-Series machines with
three or more boom sections

Yes

The Cat B-Series only allows Cat-built controlled platforms; the TL-Series allows fork-mounted platforms.
Caterpillar strongly encourages its customers to only use platforms that comply with ANSI B56.6. The
company advises end users that work platforms are a good solution if personnel only needs to be
elevated occasionally. If the requirement is more frequent, an aerial work platform is a better alternative.

Gehl

Allows the use of work platforms on any Gehl telehandler equipped with
the optional Gehl Personnel Work Platform System (PWP), which has been
offered since 2001 on machines with spring-applied parking brakes and
powershift transmissions and includes a shut-off control at the platform.

Yes

Gehl does not require owners to purchase its work platform. However, Gehl does require the platform
to meet the requirements listed in ANSI B56.6, Section 8.24, which Gehl lists in the Operator’s Manual
for all machines equipped with its PWP System.

Genie

Does not approve the use of work platforms

No

N/A

Gradall

Allows the use of work platforms on all current telehandler models,
including Gradall models G6-42P, 534D9-45, 534D10-45, and
544D10-55

Yes

JLG strongly encourages its customers to only use platforms that comply with ANSI B56.6. The company
advises end users that work platforms are a good solution if you only need to elevate personnel occasionally
on a jobsite. If the requirement is more frequent than that, an aerial work platform is a better alternative.

No

N/A

Does not approve the use of work platforms
Volvo/
Ingersoll Rand
JLG

Allows the use of work platforms only on JLG telehandler models
G5-19A, G6-23A, G6-42A, G9-43A, G10-55A, and G12-55A

Yes

JLG strongly encourages its customers to only use platforms that comply with ANSI B56.6. The company
advises end users that work platforms are a good solution if you only need to elevate personnel
occasionally on a jobsite. If the requirement is more frequent than that, an aerial work platform is a
better alternative.

Lull

Allows the use of work platforms on all current telehandler models,
including Lull models 644E-42, 944E-42, 1044C-54 Series II

Yes

JLG strongly encourages its customers to only use platforms that comply with ANSI B56.6. The company
advises end users that work platforms are a good solution if you only need to elevate personnel
occasionally on a jobsite. If the requirement is more frequent than that, an aerial work platform is a
better alternative.

Manitou

Allows use of work platforms only on Manitou telehandler models
MT6034, MT6642, MT8044, MRT1432, and MRT2150

Yes

When using work platforms with Manitou’s MRT Series machines, they must be equipped with additional safety systems and/or platform predisposition.

MEC

See additional comments

No

MEC currently does not offer work platforms on telescopic handlers and maintains a neutral position
on this topic. MEC recognizes the potential for additional utility and value provided by such systems
and would not be adverse to developing such a system if it had a significant customer demand for this
option. Currently, the company has elected to develop a complete self-propelled boom lift line rather
than develop a system that allows a telehandler to be converted to a boom lift. It is MEC’s opinion that
this option provides limited functionality for simple access tasks but falls short in displacing the need
for boom lifts in a significant amount of applications.

Mustang

Allows the use of work platforms on any Mustang telehandler
equipped with the optional Mustang Work Platform System (WPS),
which includes a shut-off control at the platform.

Yes

Mustang does not require owners to purchase its work platform. However, Mustang does require the
platform to meet the requirements listed in ANSI (or ASME B56.6, Section 8.24, which Mustang lists in
the Operator’s Manual for all machines equipped with its WPS.

Pettibone

Does not approve the use of work platforms

No

Pettibone does not provide a load chart for using work platforms. Vehicles manufactured by Pettibone
shall not be used to elevate personnel unless there is no other practical option. If one of its vehicles
must be used to elevate personnel, only an approved work platform can be used. When selecting and
using a work platform, the following precautions must be taken: Consult ASME/ITSDF B56.6 and the
applicable OSHA regulations for both platform design requirements and safety precautions.

SkyTrak

Allows the use of work platforms on all telehandlers, including
SkyTrak models 6036, 6042, 8042, 10042, and 10054

Yes

JLG strongly encourages its customers to only use platforms that comply with ANSI B56.6. The company
advises end users that work platforms are a good solution if you only need to elevate personnel
occasionally on a jobsite. If the requirement is more frequent than that, an aerial work platform is a
better alternative.

Allows the use of work platforms on telehandlers above 7,000-pound
Xtreme
Manufacturing capacity, including Xtreme models XRM737, XRM742, XRM842,
XRM945, XRM1045, XRM1145, XRM1154, XRM1245, and XRM1254,
and Dieci models XRM8.880 and XRM1068
ZoomBoom
(Carelift)

Allows the use of work platforms on telehandlers above 6,000-pound
capacity, including ZoomBoom models ZB6042, ZB8044, ZB10044,
ZB10056, ZB20032, ZB20044, and ZB32032

Only for Dieci rotating
boom telehandler
models XRM8.880 and
XRM1068

Vehicles manufactured by Xtreme Manufacturing shall not be used to elevate personnel unless there
is no other practical option. If one of its vehicles must be used to lift people, precautions to protect
personnel shall be in accordance to the current ANSI/ITSDF B56.6 standard.

No; Refers dealers/customers Only approved work platforms are permitted to be used on the entire range of ZoomBoom products.
to an approved work
platform manufacturer

Editor’s Note: Lift and Access requested information from several North American telescopic handler manufacturers for their position on elevating personnel with work platforms. The manufacturer’s instructions can go over and above the requirements of the
standards and regulations, so it’s important to always become familiar with the specifics of each manufacturer’s machine.

chine through training, reading the operator’s manual and instructions,
and obtaining proper approvals for areas that might not be addressed.
The proper use of any lift requires knowledge. It’s irresponsible not
to become as knowledgeable as you can about the equipment, the
standards, and the proper use as it relates to training, fall protection,
and compliance. ■
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interpretation, owners and users can submit questions to committees for
both governing bodies and ask for clarification on areas that might present themselves from unique jobsites.
It’s also important to remember that the manufacturer’s instructions
can go over and above the requirements of the standards and regulations.
Always become familiar with the specifics of each manufacturer’s ma-

Show Review

Market Drivers
Second-annual Lift and Access
Showcase focuses on the
industry’s most popular
boom lifts and fastest
selling telehandlers.

By Guy Ramsey, Katie Parrish and
Erin Whitehead

C

ompact telehandlers have been big
sellers in Europe for years, but their
acceptance in North America has been
slow – even though the potential for
growth in North America is immense. Market size estimates indicate that the United
Kingdom – which has 20 percent of the U.S.
population – consumes nearly 75 percent of
the number of units sold here, so it is easy to
understand why there are opportunities for
growth and why so many organizations are
moving to develop the expanding market.
On the other hand, the 40- to 49-foot boom
lift is often the bread-and-butter machine in
an OEM’s product offerings. This fleet staple
has been the most popular boom lift since
the late 1970s when it was first introduced
by John L. Grove. What continues to drive
the expansion of this class is that they have
become more economical to use. Rental rates
have gone down as a percentage of labor costs.
Lower rental rates have proliferated the utilization of boom lifts, making their use more
widespread. Additionally, the advent of tools
and
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Compact telehandlers and 40- to 49-foot boom lifts were the focus of this year’s Lift
and Access Showcase.
and platform accessories have expanded the
applications of the 40-foot boom lift to some
degree, but more importantly, they have fueled the replacement of machines at a faster
rate as more end users demand accessories.
The second annual Lift and Access Showcase
celebrated the progression of these popular
equipment classes. Held Oct. 30 to Nov. 1 at

the Arizona Grand Resort in Phoenix, Ariz.,
Lift and Access hosted five OEMs with 40-to
49-foot boom lifts and six compact telehandler manufacturers. Boom lift manufacturers
present at the event included Genie, Haulotte,
JLG, Skyjack, and Snorkel, and compact telehandler manufacturers included Gehl, Genie,
JCB, Manitou, Mustang, and Xtreme.

u Show

Review

Comprised of three days in sunny Phoenix, the Showcase kicked off with the AWP
Roundtable Breakfast, which consisted of a
discussion on market trends and product development. The Boom Lift Showcase WalkAround Presentations and AWP Machine
Testing made up the rest of the day.
In the Walk-Around portion of the event,
each OEM presented its respective products
to the assembly, which was made up of event
participants, component vendors, Boom Lift
Showcase sponsors, the Lift and Access editorial staff, and an editor from Construction
Equipment magazine.
The AWP Machine Testing measured
each unit against its own specs. These specs
included maximum horizontal and vertical reach; boom angle; stowed dimensions;
maximum gross vehicle weight; and lift/
lower speeds.
Findings from the presentations and testing are not only used for the basis of this

Chris Dossin from Skyjack explains the
SJ 45T’s lower controls during the WalkAround Presentation.
article, but they also will be published in
individual reviews of each boom lift in the
February issue of Lift and Access and will
also appear in a supplement produced by
Construction Equipment.
Day two concluded the AWP Machine

40- to 49-Foot Boom Lift Specifications

Testing. OEMs were then given a demonstration of the Loegering QTS track system for
boom lifts, which trekked through a roughterrain obstacle course. Boom Lift Showcase
participants also had the opportunity to negotiate the course.
In the afternoon of day two, the Telehandler Showcase got its start with the
Attachment Rodeo. OEMs were asked to
present information on their attachments
and quick-attach systems, as well as demonstrate the use of all attachments brought to
the event. Information was presented to the
sponsors and attendees, the Lift and Access
editorial staff, and editors from Construction Equipment, Acreage Life, American
Cattlemen, Dairy Hot Line, and Farmers Hot
Line magazines.
The third day of the event included a
Compact Telehandler Roundtable Breakfast,
which was designed to discuss applications,
tools, and trends in this market segment.
* incl hyd oil cooler

MANUFACTURER
Genie
Haulotte
JLG
Skyjack
Snorkel
Genie
JLG
MODEL
S-45
HB 44J
400S
SJ 45T
TB 42
S-40**
460SJ**
Platform height (ft-in)
45'0"
44'1"
40'4"
45'0"
42'0"
40'0"
46'0"
Horizontal reach (ft-in)
36'8"
40'4"
34'1"
39'9"
33'0"
31'8"
40'6"
Jib length (ft-in)
5'0"
4'11"
N/A
5'0"
N/A
5'0"
6'0"
Jib elevation (degrees)
135°
140°
N/A
135°
N/A
135°
130°
Tailswing (in)
34"
32"
34"
37"
48"
34"
34"
Overall width x length (ft-in)
7'6"x27'10"
7'5"x22'0" / 27'7"
7'6"x24'9"
7'6"x28'10"
7'11.5"x23'6"
7'6"x24'3"
7'6"x29'0"
Wheelbase (ft-in)
7'3"
6'6"
7'8"
8'0"
8'0"
7'3"
7'8"
Stowed height (ft-in)
8'2"
8'3" / 7'3"
7'10"
7'10"
7'9.5"
8'2"
7'10"
Platform size (in)
36"x96"
32"x71"
36"x96"
36"x96"
30"x60"
36"x96"
36"x96"
Platform rotation (degrees)
160°
180°
180°
180°
180°
160°
180°
Capacity (lbs)
500
500
500 (1,000 restricted)
500
500
500
500 (1,000 unrestricted)
Platform interchangeability (ft)
6'/ 8'
8' opt
6'/ 8'
6' / 8'
5' std / 8' alum
6' / 8'
6'/ 8'
Direction sensing
yes
no
no
yes
no
yes
no
Drive speed - stowed / elevated (mph) 4.8 / 0.68
3.7 / —
4.5 / 0.75
4.5 / 0.5
3/1
4.8 / 0.68
4.5 (2WD or 4WD)
Gradeability - 2WD / 4WD (percent)
30 / 40
— / 50
30 / 45
30 / 45
N/A / 47
30 / 40
30 / 45
Drive system
2 wm
4 wm
2 wm
axles
4 wd
2 wm
2 wm
Inside / outside turning radius (ft-in) 6'8" / 15'8"
— / 15'7"
6'7" / 16'5"
9'0" / 18'0"
5'2" / —
6'8" / 15'8"
6'7" / 16'5"
Power source
75-hp Ford, 48-hp Deutz
38-hp Deutz F3L
82-hp GM MPFI 3.0L
48-hp Deutz F3L-2011 GM/Deutz/Cummins 74-hp Ford, 48-hp Deutz, 82-hp GM MPFI 3.0L
		
or 51-hp Perkins					
or 51-hp Perkins					
Fuel source
gas/lpg
diesel
dual fuel
diesel
dual fuel
gas/lpg
dual fuel
Fuel tank (US gal)
20
40
26
45
20
20
26
Tire type
air
foam
pneumatic
air
air
air
pneumatic
Ground clearance (in)
12.5
14
12.5
12
10
12.5
12.5
Gross weight (lbs)
14,790
15,430
12,525
15,850
11,600
11,650
15,855
$100,000 (2007)
$76,670 (2007)
$86,805 (2007)
$90,500 (2007)
List Price (dated)
$97,905 (2007)
$90,330 (2005)
$82,500 (2007)
OPTIONS AVAILABLE											
Dual fuel
std
$500
std
$4,350
std
std
std $450 tank
Four-wheel drive
$7,630
std
$7,400
std
std
$7,630
$7,400
Larger platform
8' steel $620 tri
$450
N/C for smaller
std
Consult factory
8' steel $620 tri
N/C for smaller
Oscillating axle
$3,470 (std on 4WD)
N/A
std
std
N/A
$3,470 (std on 4WD)
std
Optional engine hp/mfg/cooling
49/Deutz/A; 51/Perkins/L
—
49/Perkins
82/GM/L
Deutz / Cummins
49/Deutz/A; 51/Perkins/L 48/Deutz/L
Diesel scrubber
$3,260 incl spark arrestor
$3,280 cat conv
—
$1,850
Consult factory
—
$1,650 Deutz
Spark arrestor muffler
$1,430
N/A
std
—
Consult factory
$1,430
N/A
HF lug tire
$3,810
N/A
$1,500
$2,750
Consult factory
$3,810
$1,500
Foam-filled tires
$3,585
std
$1,600
$2,700
Consult factory
$3,585
$1,600
Gate in platform
$555 / tri-entry $680
N/A
std
std side-mount
Consult factory
$555 / tri-entry $620
std
Flashing amber light
$580 incl. flash, travel, down $340
$400
$520
Consult factory
$580 package
$400
Hydraulic generator
3000w - $5,105
$3,500
2500w - $3,300; 7500w - $7,500 3500w - $4,750*
Consult factory
3000w - $5,105
2500w - $3300
Air or hydraulic line to platform
$710
N/A
$560
$550
Consult factory
$710
$560
Welder package
$16,595*
N/A
$13,975*
$13,975*
Consult factory
—
—
Cold weather start kit
$ 315 / $390
$1,400
$2,150
$1,950 dual df/diesel
Consult factory
$ 315 / $390
$2,150 dual df/diesel
Arctic package
$3,470
N/A
$2,700
—
Consult factory
$3,470
$2,700
Hostile environment kit
$2,700 / $4,845
N/A
$2,400
—
Consult factory
$2,700 / $4,845
$2,400
and
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Randy Reeves from Xtreme Manufacturing demonstrates the bucket attachment.

** Machine not reviewed at the Boom Lift Showcase

SkyJack
Snorkel
Snorkel
SJ 40T**
TB42J**
TB 47J**
40'0"
41'6"
46'6"
34'0"
34'9"
39'0"
N/A
5'0"
5'0"
N/A
N/A
N/A
37"
26"
48"
7'6"x25'5"
7'11.5"x29'9"
7'11.5"x26'9"
8'0"
8'0"
8'0"
7'10"
8'1"
7'11.5"
36"x96"
30"x60"
30"x60"
170°
170°
170°
650
500
500
6' / 8'
8' alum
8' alum
yes
no
no
4.5 / 0.5
3/1
3/1
30 / 45
N/A / 47
N/A / 41
axles
4 wd
4 wd
9'0" / 18'7"
5'2" / N/A
5'2" / N/A
82-hp GM MPFI 3.0L
GM/Deutz/Cummins
GM/Deutz/Cummins
					
dual fuel
dual fuel
dual fuel
45
20
20
air
air
air
12
10
10
14,900
11,520
13,315
$90,000 (2007)
$78,990 (2007)
$85,700 (2007)
											
std
std
std
std
std
std
std
8' alum
8' alum
std
N/A
N/A
48/Deutz/O
Deutz / Cummins
Deutz / Cummins
—
Consult factory
Consult factory
—
Consult factory
Consult factory
—
Consult factory
Consult factory
$2,700
Consult factory
Consult factory
std on end
Consult factory
Consult factory
$520
Consult factory
Consult factory
3500w - $4750
Consult factory
Consult factory
—
Consult factory
Consult factory
—
Consult factory
Consult factory
$1,950 dual df/diesel
Consult factory
Consult factory
—
Consult factory
Consult factory
—
Consult factory
Consult factory

A special thanks goes out to the sponsors
of the Telehandler Showcase: John Deere
Power Systems, Waterloo, Iowa; Urethane
International, Alpharetta, Ga.; Power Great
Lakes/Power Solutions Inc., Wood Dale,
Ill.; Loegering, Casselton, N.D.; DeltaTech
Controls, West Plains, N.Y.; Oerlikon Fairfield, Lafayette, Ind.; Tendaire Industries,

Beresford, S.D.; AerialWrap, Fort Myers,
Fla.; Hawe Hydraulics, Charlotte, N.C.; Trak
N Seal, Kingsbury, Texas; OEM Controls,
Shelton, Conn.; ZF Industries, Vernon Hills,
Ill.; and the Heartland Ag-Business Group,
Fort Dodge, Iowa.

Defining Compact Telehandlers

C

ompact telehandlers can do much more
than extended reach forklifts. These dynamos are tool carriers, and their versatility can be as varied as the imagination
allows. Augers, power brooms, grapplers,
buckets, and concrete hoppers are just a few
of the many attachments that enhance their
productivity and value.

The Manitou MLT 523 Turbo drills down
with the auger attachment.
Distinguishing compacts from larger telehandlers is not so clear. The classification has
more to do with dimensions than the lift chart.
The general consensus is they should be able
to pass through a 6'7" tall finished double-wide
door. Additionally, manufacturers generally

assert the GVW should weigh less than 12,000
pounds, which helps eliminate the need for
a driver to have a CDL license, and rental
machines can be picked up by the user with
a properly sized pickup truck. One interesting
fact about the machines at the Showcase: They
weighed between 9,800 and 12,125 pounds.
Additionally, compacts have minimum lift
chart specifications – such as 5,000 pounds
of capacity and an 18-foot lift height – that
differentiate these machines from some even
smaller products emerging on the market.
Although it wasn’t identified early on, there
is an opportunity for compacts to displace
larger skid-steers in certain applications. As
the cost of acquisition between the two narrows, the opportunity for conversion grows.
Two key advantages to compacts are reach
and capacity. Beyond the reach advantage,
even the largest skid steers – with maximum
capacities of around 3,900 pounds – cannot
match the 5,000-pound-plus capacity of a
compact handler. Ingress and egress are also
a consideration. Climbing in and out of a skid
steer can be difficult, which is not the case
with compact telehandlers.
These units travel at higher speeds and do
not pivot steer, making it easier on the ground
and tires. Compacts also have the ability to
crab steer, which provides for even more
unique application opportunities.
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The Compact Telehandler Walk-Around
Presentations followed the breakfast, and
OEMs presented the unique features of
their machines to the assembly. Individual
machine reviews will be published in the
March issue of Lift and Access and also
will appear in a supplement produced by
Construction Equipment.

Mark Thurston from Snorkel rolls the TB42
onto the scales to measure the machine’s
gross vehicle weight.
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Ground-Engaging vs. Pick-and-Place Machines

Boom Lift Add-Ons I
and Accessories

P

reviously seen only as a means to reach a
jobsite at height, boom lifts have quickly
evolved into much more, thanks to addons and accessories that enable them to
do more than lift personnel. Howard Kaplan,
vice president, product parent for JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., said the company
began offering the Workstation in the Sky accessories in 2002 after it recognized that end users were rigging their own homemade devices.
This created jobsite inefficiencies, leading to
cut power cables and jobsite clutter. “What we
were trying to do is integrate some of the work
process into the lift itself,” Kaplan said.
One of JLG’s most popular options is
SkyPower, which Kaplan says enables other
packages like the SkyCutter and SkyWelder
that run off a 10,000-watt generator. JLG also
offers SkySaw, an integrated wall sawing and
drilling system, and SkyAir, an onboard air
compressor.
Redmond, Wash.-based Genie Industries
also offers optional generators on its boom lifts.
On engine-driven booms, it offers onboard
generators – hydraulic-driven or belt-driven
– to provide 110V of power to the platform so
operators can power tools without relying on
an outside power source and extension cords.
On electric booms, Genie offers an optional
800-watt inverter
that converts 48V
DC to 120V AC
power to allow
operators to use
power tools on the
platform while elevated. Genie also
supplies welder
packages, as well
as air lines to
the platform for
operators to plug
The SkyWelder packan air compressor
age uses a 250-amp
in on the ground
Miller welder under the and use the air on
control station.
the platform.
“Demand continues to grow for add-ons and
accessories for boom lifts because end users
want more versatility out of these products, and
these options give them the ability to complete a
wide variety of jobs in diverse working environments,” said Phil Harvey, product manager.
and
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f you want to truly compare skid steers and compact telehandlers, be sure the compact under consideration is a true
ground-engaging machine.
One of the more informative aspects of the Showcase was
the discussion at the Compact Telehandler Roundtable Breakfast where representatives from each OEM openly discussed issues, trends, and answered questions about these products. One
critical bit of information that came out of this session was that
although compacts all look pretty much the same, there are two
distinct differences in the way these machines are designed and Compare the wider mounting
the types of applications for which they are intended – those head on the Gehl CT5-16 (above)
being “ground-engaging” units and “pick-and-place” machines. with the more narrow one found
Although there seems to be some debate as to how you de- on the Gehl RS5-19.
lineate between ground-engaging and pick-and-place compact
telehandler, there are a few critical differences. The term ground
engaging is loosely meant to connote that the unit has the ability to perform some tasks that a skid steer or smaller front-end
loaders can perform. Pick-and-place defines the ability to pick
up materials and place them where required.
Although a machine may be ground engaging, its limits also
must be carefully considered. Ryan Ford, Manitou’s telehandler
product specialist, was careful to point out there are limits to
digging with even the most robust compact. “I wouldn’t want
someone to think they can excavate a mountain,” he said.
As with the operation of any equipment, it boils down to understanding the machine’s capabilities by reading the operator’s manual. If a machine will be primarily used for
digging, then the best bet is to turn to a skid-steer loader. However, if you want a machine that can do a respectable job digging and dozens of other tasks, then a ground-engaging compact telehandler is the way to go.
When determining just how well a machine will perform as a ground-engaging machine, a telling specification is breakout force. The chart on page 36 shows the variation in this specification. Breakout force represents
the machine’s digging ability. The greater the breakout force, the greater the confidence you can have that the
machine can perform the more demanding ground-engaging tasks.
The key design considerations to increase breakout force include a substantially beefed up gooseneck, mounting brackets, and a formed boom. Compared to a box boom, which is comprised of four flat plate sections, a
formed boom is made of two channeled sections. Note the difference in size when comparing the Gehl RS5-19
and Gehl CT5-16 in the images above.
Pick-and-place machines have their own set of attributes. The Mustang 519 and Gehl RS5-19 compact telehandlers clearly fit this category. Designed with material handling in mind, acquisition costs of these units are
lower, they offer better visibility, and seem to be just a bit more nimble. They will handle a light material bucket
just fine in cleanup and material transfer, but their representatives are the first to point out that these are not
ground-engaging machines.
Compact telehandlers are filling the role once dominated by the rough-terrain straight-mast forklift and may
well lead to their demise. With their two-dimensional reach capabilities, low clearance height, and four-wheel
steer capability, it is easy to see why these have become popular on jobsites for spotting trucks and quickly accessing and placing materials virtually everywhere on a jobsite.

Guelph, Ontario-based Skyjack brings to
market generator and welding packages, along
with glazier kits. The company also offers other
options and accessories such as platform work
lights, flashing amber light, and a half-inch air
line to the platform. Paul Kreutzwiser, senior
product marketing manager for Skyjack, says
that boom lift trends are definitely pushing
toward increasing productivity, so platform options continue to gain ground.

“Another emerging trend has to do with
growing jobsite sizes and specific jobsite requirements creating demand for options tailored
to these sites, which could be anything from
extreme environments – cold, hot, hazardous
– to specific safety-related items, such as pinch
guard rails, mesh platform railings, etc.,” he said.
Environmental-related options, such as diesel
scrubbers and exhaust purifiers, are also emerging as trends, according to Kreutzwiser.
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Control System
Commonality

C

onsistency of boom lift controls not only
helps with serviceability and reduces
costs for the owner, it also prevents
operators from having to re-familiarize
themselves with the controls as they move to
different machines from the same manufacturer. The five Showcase boom lift OEMs all
report the upper controls are common across
their boom lift product lines, but there are some
noticeable differences from each other.
For example, on the left side of the JLG 400S
control panel is a fully proportional combination boom lift and rotation joystick, and on the
right is a proportional joystick topped with a
thumb steering actuator. The panel features an
LED information center that communicates
with the operator, said Mark Mohn, JLG’s boom
lift product champion. The screen shows features such as fuel level, boom speed indicator,
damping, and basket interlock, and it indicates
any signs of distress.

The JLG control (left) features two functional joysticks, while Haulotte’s controls feature
three separate joysticks for boom telescope functions, rotation, and drive/steer.
By comparison, the Haulotte HB45J features
three separate joysticks. The left joystick controls boom rotate and lift functions, the center
is extension, and the larger joystick on the right
drives the machine, as well as features an integral steering selector mounted on top.
Yet, a third control philosophy is out in the
field. Although similar in layout to the JLG
400S, with a combination boom lift and rotation
joystick on the left and drive and steer functions
on the right, the Skyjack SJ45T also incorporates its directional sensing drive system. This
system orientates the drive so the machine is
always moving in the direction consistent with
the joystick’s input – no matter what position
the turret is in. Genie also has a similar direc-

tional control sytem that requires an override
when traveling against the controller input.
Additionally, several OEMs are moving to
microprocessor-based systems to reduce the
number of moving parts. However, Skyjack has
stuck by its basic analog relay-based controls
on the SJ45T, with the exception of a microprocessor in the upper control box.
Although an analog control system requires
more wires than those with a computer with
digital communication capabilities, Skyjack
continues to use a standardized number and
color-coded wiring system for the 12 Vdc system. Serviceability is one benefit Skyjack sees
with analog controls, which allows for functions on its booms and scissors to be common.

5,000- to 5,500-Pound Capacity Compact Telehandler Models

Make
Gehl
Gehl
Genie
JCB
Manitou
Mustang
Xtreme
Model
CT5-16 Turbo
RS5-19
GTH-5519
524-50
MLT 523 Turbo MU
519
XRM 5.519
PERFORMANCE											
Maximum lift capacity (lbs)
5,000
5,500
5,500
5,000
5,000
5,500
5,250
Maximum lift height (ft-in)
16'2"
19'1"
19'0"
16'5"
16'2"
19'1"
18'11.5"
Lift capacity at maximum height (lbs)
5,000
3,000
4,400
5,000
5,000
3,000
3,800
Maximum reach (ft-in)
9'8"
11'0"
11'0"
9'6"
9'7"
11'0"
10'8"
Lift capacity at maximum reach (lbs)
2,200
1,850
1,900
2,750
2,200
1,850
1,750
Number of boom stages
2
2
2
1
2
2
2
Optional loader buckets, capacities (cu yards)
1.0 / 1.5
1.0
0.65 / 0.75
1.3
1.25
1.0
1.18
Breakout force (lbs)
10,229
—
8,157
8,993
10,516
—
—
Drawbar pull (lbs)
—
—
9,325
—
7,644
—
—
ENGINE											
Engine make
Perkins
Deutz
Perkins
JCB Diesel
Perkins
Deutz
Yanmar
Engine model
1103C-33T
TD 2009 L04
804C-33 Tier 2
444
1103C-33T
TD 2009 L04
4TNV98T
Engine power (gross hp)
75
64
63
83
75
64
71
Rated speed (rpm)
2,200
2,750
2,600
2,200
2,200
2,750
2,500
No. of cylinders / displacement (cu inch)
3 / 201
4 / 140
4 / 203
4 / 268
3 / 201
4 / 140
4 / 202
DRIVE TRAIN											
Transmission type
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
No. of speeds — fwd / rev
1/1
2/2
1/1
1/1
1/1
2/2
1/1
Maximum travel speed (mph)
16
15
15
18.6
17
15
16
Steering system
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
4WS (3 mode)
Service brake type
Wet disc front axle
Oil (wet) disc
Wet disc
Disc
Oil (wet) disc
Oil (wet) disc
Oil Disc
			
brakes on front axles						
Parking brake type
Lever actuated
SAHR
SAHR
Disc
Lever actuated
SAHR
SAHR
Tire size
12.5/80x18
12.00-16.5
12x16.5
12.5/80-18
12.5/80x18
12.00-16.5
12.00 -16.5
HYDRAULICS											
Pump type
Gear
Gear
Gear
Gear
Gear
Gear
Gear
Total capacity ( gpm)
23
22
16.4
18.5
24
22
22
System pressure (psi)
3,700
3,350
3,918
3,626
3,770
3,350
2,900
Hydraulic tank capacity (gal)
27.1
18
18.5
16.4
32.5
18
—
DIMENSIONS											
Length to fork face (ft-in)
13'10"
12'4"
12'7"
12'10"
13'10"
12'4"
13'5"
Wheelbase (ft-in)
7'3"
7'6"
7'7"
7'6"
7'3"
7'6"
7'8.5"
Width (ft-in)
5'11"
5'11"
5'11"
6'7"
5'11"
5'11"
5'11"
Height, boom down (ft-in)
6'7"
6'4"
6'4"
6'11"
6'7"
6'4"
6'3"
Ground clearance (in)
12"
14"
13"
13"
12"
14"
10.25"
Turning radius over tires, brakes off (ft-in)
10'10"
11'0"
11'0"
9'10"
10'2"
11'0"
11'2"
Weight (lbs)
11,856
10,000
9,810
12,125
10,913
10,000
10,600
and
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Universal Adapters: Truths and Myths

P

roviding a universal skid-steer adapter for a compact telehandler is a great way for
OEMs to enhance the versatility of their machines. Universal quick-attach adapters afford compact telehandlers with the ability to accept many different skid-steer
loader attachments and change tools within seconds. At the Showcase, all machines
but the Xtreme XRM 5.519 featured a universal adapter.
Each universal adapter is unique to the compact telehandler manufacturer. One
side is proprietary to the machine, while the other side features universal mountings
that comply with the SAE skid-steer attachment requirements.
Take Genie Industries, for example, which features a set of hooks as its proprietary
mounting. During the attachment demonstration at the Showcase, Luke Weber, Genie’s telehandler product manager, demonstrated how the Genie GTH-5519 utilizes
its universal attachment adapter.
From the cab, Weber slipped the set of hooks into the universal attach adapter
– hydraulic quick attach on the Genie GTH-5519 is standard. Then, he attached the
adapter to a Bobcat skid-steer auger. Weber then climbed out of the cab and connected the auxiliary hydraulic hoses to the machine, which provides hydraulic flow

from the machine to the auger for power. The entire process took less than a minute.
One common misconception in the industry is that universal adapters will allow
the use of any attachment, regardless of size, shape, or design. But, in fact, there is no
standard coupling size for telehandlers, and operators need to be aware of the differences in hydraulic flow requirements of the attachment and the size of the couplings.
For example, a snow blower attachment may require a hydraulic flow rating of 40
gpm, while a compact telehandler may only have a 23 gpm hydraulic flow.
Additionally, operators need to be sure that the attachment is compatible to the
job and can handle the application. A 4,000-pound capacity skid steer’s forks can
only handle 4,000 pounds – even if they are mounted on a 5,000-pound telehandler.
Operators also should realize that the load chart is often not associated with the attachment. When the operator fails to deduct the weight of the attachment, he or she
can overload the machine.
While universal adapters afford compact telehandlers plenty of versatility, operators need to be aware of differences in hydraulic flow requirements and the
size of couplings, as well as be able to properly match the attachment with the
machine’s capabilities.

Luke Weber from Genie Industries demonstrates how the Genie GTH-5519 uses its universal attachment adapter.

Bobcat
Caterpillar
JLG
V518 VersaHandler* TH255*
G5-18A*
											
5,000
5,500
5,500
18'1.7"
18'4"
18'4"
5,000
4,400
4,400
10'8.2"
10'10"
10'10"
2,000
1,850
1,850
2
2
2
1.0 / 3.25
up to 1.7
up to 1.7
8,093 (bucket)
7,650
7,650
8,317
8,700
8,700
											
Perkins
Caterpillar
Perkins
1104C-44T
C4.4 Tier III DIT
1104D
100
84
84
2,200
2,200
2,200
4 / 269
4 / 268.4
4 / 268.4
											
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
Hydrostatic
2/2
1/1
1/1
18.4
16
16
4WS (3 mode)
3 modes
2-wheel, 4-wheel, crab
Wet multiple disc
Inboard wet disc
Inboard wet disc brakes
brakes on front axles			
Wet multiple disc
Wed disc
Wet disc
400/80x24
12x16.5
12x16.5
											
Gear
Single-Section Gear Pump Single-Section Gear Pump
20
20
22
3,626
3,500
3,500
11.6
17
17
											
14'10.5"
12'0"
12'0"
8'2.4"
7'6"
7'6"
6'6.1"
5'11.5"
5'11.5"
6'10.6"
6'3.6"
6'3.6"
13.4"
11"
10.8"
12'3.4"
10'6"
10'6"
10,846
10,800
10,800 (w/ carriage and forks)

Maintaining a Firm
Footing

S

ince its first appearance on the JLG 40H
in 1981, oscillating axles have made a
major impact on boom lift terrain-ability.
Three of the five boom lifts at the Showcase featured oscillating axles, but JLG, Genie,
and Skyjack each have their own take on how
and when the system kicks in.
JLG’s oscillating axle on the 400S is a passive
system that allows the axle to float on either side
until the superstructure is rotated 5° off-center.
Once it has rotated 5°, the axle will lock out. In
the oscillated position, the axle will stay locked
until the machine comes back to center.
Featured on the steering axle, the Skyjack
SJ 45T’s oscillating axle is also a passive system.

Genie’s active oscillating axle system constantly pushes the wheels to the ground.

When the boom is in a position that allows for
high-speed drive, the axle is allowed to float a
total of 8 inches. Once the main boom is raised
above 15° horizontal, high-speed drive cuts out,
and the axle locks into position. The position of
the jib boom does not affect the operation of the
axle or the high-speed drive.
According to Mark Mohn, JLG’s boom lift
product champion, the passive system provides
a positive lock-out and rigid lifting base. Featuring a closed loop hydraulic system, the passive
system is less complex. JLG also contends that
the passive oscillating axle has fewer potential
leak points and is inexpensive to maintain.
The oscillating axle system on the Genie S-45
is different altogether. More like a car suspension, the active oscillating axle is always on and
maintains traction by keeping all four tires on
the ground. Although this system was not created to keep the machine level, Phil Harvey,
product manager, said that as the S-45 tracks
the terrain, the axle is constantly pushing the
wheels to the ground. As a result, basket movement is minimized, which provides a more
comfortable feeling for the operator.
The main differences: If the operator of a machine with a passive oscillating axle drives while
the machine is off-center, the axle maintains its
locked position. When locked, the boom will be
off level and will not track the terrain. ■
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Sling Selection

Buyers have plenty of choices when it comes to choosing the right
sling for the job.
By Phil Bishop

S

afety professionals recognize that inappropriate or inadequate
rigging is one of the most common causes of crane-related accidents. Sling selection is a fundamental aspect of safe lifting.
“No sling is perfect for every job,” says Mike Gelskey, president
of sling manufacturer Lift-It Manufacturing Company, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif. In his regularly run Sling Safety seminars, he says, “What
we teach our students is that it should be the right sling for the job.”
In most cases, numerous different types of slings can be “the right
one.” Mike Riggs, director of training at Slingmax, Knoxville, Tenn.,
says, “Very seldom is there just one [right] sling for a lift.”
There are three primary categories of slings, says Gelskey: wire
rope, chain, and synthetic. Synthetic slings can be either synthetic
fiber rope, known as round slings, or flat in shape, called web slings.
Materials used include nylon, polyester, and polypropylene. Metal
mesh slings are also available for certain niche applications, such as
metal service centers.

Synthetic slings

Although chain slings are the least commonly used, their advantage is that the leg length can be easily adjusted.
and
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Gelskey has been in the rigging business for 35 years and has witnessed
first-hand the growth in popularity of
synthetic slings. When he first started in
the industry, he says, 75 percent of users
would choose wire rope slings. Today, he
says 85 percent prefer synthetic.
Synthetic web slings got their start
in the United States about 45 years ago,
Gelskey says. Round slings came a little
later in the mid-1970s.
The main benefit of synthetic slings is
their ease of use because they are much
lighter than comparable strength wire
rope or chain slings. A high-performance
synthetic sling may weigh just 15 percent
of an equivalent capacity wire rope sling,
says Riggs. This means that not only does
it take up less of the crane’s lifting capacity, but it also can cut down on rigging
time – by as much as four hours on bigger Synthetic slings like
lifts, in Riggs’ experience, or even more.
this endless round
“A client of ours went from using 1-1/2 sling will not scratch,
inch wire rope to high-performance fiber mark, or deface
and cut rigging times on one job from metallic loads.
eight hours to just one hour,” he says. The
higher purchase price of synthetic slings soon repays itself. You also
need less of an inventory with synthetic slings, Riggs says, because
large fiber slings can do smaller lifts as well.

Featuring Lift Adjuster Control System

75 tons
52.5'
jib
144.4' boom +

with

0º, 20º, 40º
offsets

The exclusive Lift Adjuster Control System safety
feature compensates for boom deflection when the
boom is under load by automatically extending the boom
elevation cylinder to maintain constant load radius.

Crane Operator’s Station provides 20o tilt
Two Engine Design for Fuel Economy

Carrier: Mercedes Benz 6 Cylinder Model OM501LA (394 hp)
Crane: Mercedes Benz 4 Cylinder Model OM904LA (122 hp)

Tadano technology delivers safety, quality & performance.
www.tadanoamerica.com
sales@tadano-cranes.com
(281) 869-0030 fax (281) 869-0040
Tadano America Corporation, 333 Northpark Central Drive Suite Z, Houston, Texas 77073-6088
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Gelskey also points out the safety benefits, noting that a synthetic
sling “doesn’t crush thumbs or hurt feet when dropped, and it doesn’t
scratch, mark, or deface metallic loads.”
It may seem that wire rope or chain slings would have a longer shelf
life, but Riggs says this is not necessarily the case. “Properly taken
care of [synthetic slings] will last a long time,” he says. “Just like a wire
rope sling will if it’s properly taken care of. We’ve had web slings in
here for re-certification that are more than 10 years old.”
Gelskey says the fact that synthetic slings have a greater propensity
to be worn out is actually a benefit. “When two objects wear against
each other like a sling and a load, you want it to be the sling that gets
worn down,” he says. And with a synthetic sling, it is easier to spot
when it needs to be taken out of service.

Wire rope and chain slings

Despite the benefits of the synthetic sling, there are still applications for
which wire rope or chains are more appropriate – namely when synthetics are at risk of damage by heat and cutting. For example, where rigging

is attached to narrow trunnions, wire rope has the benefit of being narrower, Gelskey says. A synthetic sling may not fit into the space available.
While standard wire rope can be inflexible and difficult to wrap
around a load, a multi-part braided rope is more flexible and easier to
put on the hook, Riggs says.
Synthetic slings also have limitations in aggressive environments,
where they are exposed to chemicals or heat. Even sunlight has an
impact. Web slings can lose up to 40 percent of their strength when exposed to the sun for 16 months. Nylon degrades faster than polyester
when exposed to UV rays, Riggs says. It also loses strength when wet.
Additionally, Gelskey says wire rope has an advantage over synthetic slings when the load is being rotated from horizontal to vertical, or
vice versa. As the load is rotated, it generates heat or friction. Web
slings are also vulnerable to loads with edges or corners, although
Riggs points out that it is still easier to put padding around the load
to protect a synthetic sling than to use wire rope or chain slings.
Chain slings are the least commonly used type these days. “It’s
heavy, hard to use, and only goes up to certain capacities,” Riggs
says of chain. However, it still has its benefits. “The big advantage of
chain is that you can adjust the leg length very easily,” he says.
Riggs adds that chain is usually used if it’s going to stay on the hook,
particularly with overhead travelling cranes in heavy industry where
heat and chemicals may be an issue. The chain mechanics mean that
a chain sling has better hinging action than either wire rope or synthetic slings, which can sometimes be a benefit for folding around a
load. For this reason, says Gelskey, chain slings remain popular in the
utility industry for handling poles.

Synthetic sling options

Wire rope slings have an advantage over synthetic slings when
the load is being rotated from horizontal to vertical, which
generates heat or friction as the load is rotated.
and
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When choosing between a synthetic web or round sling, there is
rarely a right or wrong answer. “The biggest advantage that a web
sling would have over a round sling is that it grabs the surface of the
load,” Riggs says. “A standard round sling has a polyester cover that
doesn’t grab so well. What I like about the round sling is that as an
endless style sling, you have more stability.”
Round slings are a continuous loop of material. Web slings also can
be endless, or they can be straps with eyes (loops) at either end. These
are called eye-and-eye slings. Either both eyes can go on the hook in
a basket hitch with the sling passed under the load, or one end can be
attached to a trunnion.
An endless sling has the benefit of allowing an “infinite number of
hook and load contact points,” Gelskey says. It has twice the capacity of an equivalent material eye-and-eye sling because two strips of
material are used to hold the load.
On standard eye-and-eye slings, the eyes are flat as they are formed
by the material being folded back and sewn flat to the sling body. This
is a general-purpose sling that can be used in choker, vertical, or basket hitches. There are also twisted eye slings with the webbing turned
180° before sewing to the sling body. The half twist eye provides for
improved choking when compared to the flat eye, Gelskey says, and
again can be used in choker, vertical, or basket hitches.
There are also eye-and-eye slings that have reversible eyes and are
coated with bulked nylon to provide four times greater abrasion resistance than simple nylon or polyester webbing, Gelskey says. Although
these slings cost twice as much as ordinary eye-and-eyes, they should
last three and a half times longer, he says, because by turning the eye

Standard eye-and-eye slings can be used in
choker, vertical, or basket hitches.

inside out from time to time and reversing the sling, it is not always
the same piece of material that is being worn down.
Gelskey says that eye-and-eye slings are the most popular type in LiftIt’s product range. “Seventy percent of our web sling production is eyeand-eye, and 30 percent is endless,” he says. However, the use of endless
slings is growing. Just 10 years ago that ratio was 90:10, he says.
Of the eye-and-eye slings that Lift-It produces, 95 percent are the
twisted eye type, and just 5 percent have flat eyes. He attributes the
popularity of twisted eyes to their benefits in choke hitches.
While round slings are a more economical purchase than web slings,
there are still premium products available in this category, notably Slingmax’s patented Twin-Path. It is manufactured under license by several
dozen licensees around the world, including Lift-It. This high-performance
sling is claimed to be the lightest and strongest available with a proprietary
K-Spec core yarn and bulked nylon outer cover for abrasion resistance.
The load-carrying yarns are divided into two distinct bundles to increase
capacity. At rated capacity, they stretch less than 1 percent, compared to 3
percent for polyester round slings and up to 15 percent for nylon.
Other natural features of synthetic slings that riggers need to be aware
of include their tendency to fold, bunch, or pinch when used with shackles or hooks that are too small. This will reduce their rated capacity. The
Crosby Group, a leading manufacturer of rigging hardware, has expanded
its catalog to include more products to use with synthetic slings. The company advises that when connecting web or round slings, riggers should
use conventional fittings with a large radius, straight pins, and pads or
special fittings designed for synthetic slings. ■
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Slingmax’s
patented TwinPath round sling
is said to be the
lightest and
strongest available with K-Spec
core yarn and
bulked nylon
outer cover
for abrasion
resistance.

Product Review

Next Generation Chains

Stronger overhead lifting chains lead to less damage, longer life.

A

By Katie Parrish

fter taking on the Pewag Grade 120 profile chains and components three years ago, Randy Gray, parts manager for Construction and Aggregate Products, Inc., a lifting gear distributor in Des Moines, Iowa, has seen the product line flourish in
industries where tradition takes precedence over technology.
According to Gray, industries such as
railroad construction, which relies heavily
on traditional methods of lifting, often use
cumbersome products that are difficult to
work with. Despite the industry’s history
of using dated construction techniques –
some methods like using cables and straps
for heavy lifting have been used since the
1800s, Gray says – crane owners who lift
ties and trusses to build railroad bridges
have been accepting of Pewag’s Grade 120
chains for a number of reasons.
For one, Grade 120 is stronger and
lighter than other chain grades. It offers a
50-percent increase in working load limit
over Grade 80, which leads to a reduction
in chain size. For a load weighing 4,500
pounds, the recommended Grade 80 chain
size is 5/16 inch, while the recommended
Grade 120 chain size is 9/32 inch. Similarly
for a load weighing 10,600 pounds, the appropriate Grade 80 chain
size is 1/2 inch while Grade 120 would only need to be 3/8 inch. On
the other hand, if the same size Grade 80 and Grade 120 chains are
used, then the Grade 120’s capacity is increased.
Chain downsizing also results in a lower overall weight. For exam-

Grade 120 Self-Locking Hook

I

n addition to chains, Pewag Inc., Burr Ridge, Ill., also
manufactures Grade 120 components like the Grade 120
self-locking hook, which
automatically closes and locks
under load for higher safety.
The Grade 120 self-locking hook
exceeds the 4:1 NACM design
factor if G80 work load limits
are used, and it also meets the
NACM standard for 400° F heat
resistance. Additionally, the
Grade 120 meets the 20,000
cycle ASTM-Standard fatiguetest for Grade 100.
and
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ple, a 5-foot-long Grade 80 chain sling handling 5,200 pounds weighs
24.59 pounds. A 5-foot-long Grade 120 chain sling lifting the same
load weighs only 14.56 pounds – a 40-percent weight reduction.
The shape of Pewag’s Grade 120 chain also provides lifting improvements. Because of the profile shape of the link, the interior of Grade
120 has one-third more surface area than
round Grade 100, Gray says. Additionally,
due to the special form of the profile chain,
larger contact is achieved between the bearing surfaces of the links, which reduces the
surface pressure on the chain and, consequently, reduces wear.
Another feature of the Grade 120 chain
is that it has a 38-percent higher moment of
resistance when compared to regular roundlink chains with the same diameter, which
allows it to withstand bending forces better
than round-link chains and makes it wellequipped for heavy applications. With the
same dimension of chain and workload, the
Grade 120 also offers a design factor of 6:1
when used at Grade 80 work loads with 4:1.
Back to railroad construction, Gray says
cranes building railroad bridges would pick
concrete trusses and put the concrete ties under switch plates that weighed 200,000 pounds. “The crane would pick 50
at a time using 100 chains,” he says. “We first supplied them with Grade
80 or Grade 100, and the chains would fail within four to five months.”
However, since the company started supplying Grade 120 chains for
railroad construction, he says there have been no chain failures.
Because the product is more expensive, Gray says he initially gave
the chain to his customers at no cost to see if they liked it before buying. As a result of the Grade 120’s benefits, he adds, “We’ve had no
problem selling it.”
Gray’s customers who stayed within the workload of the chain reported having fewer breakdowns. However, with fewer breakdowns,
Construction and Aggregate Products isn’t selling as many Grade 120
replacement chains as it had with other grades. The solution: Gray
says the company is constantly seeking out other uses for Pewag’s
Grade 120 chains, including horizontal pulling.
Construction and Aggregates Products has found that in the business of severe abrasive applications, such as cured concrete and new
structure building, Grade 120 is holding up about two times longer
than round Grade 100. Additionally, Gray says that Grade 120 has
found a home in underground utility horizontal boring and drilling.
With higher work loads, less chain breaks and the compact links not
binding as easily as round link, Grade 120 uses less energy to pull,
therefore, work is faster with greater production. ■

UP AND COMING
MANITEX
SKYCRANE

• Working heights from 62’ to 97’.
• Crane capacities to 12 tons.
• Standard features include remote
control and self-leveling baskets
with hydraulic rotation.
• All Manitex Skycranes backed by
UPTime comprehensive Product
Support.

Better Product...
Better Payback...

Bruce Steele (330) 284.2541 • Marvin Faulk (214) 502.6357 • Norm Burch (817) 705.9444
3000 South Austin Avenue, Georgetown, TX 78626 • Telephone (512) 942.3000 • Facsimile (512) 863.3776
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Application

A Monumental
Move
Terex truck crane delivers on
relocating a historic water tower.
By Lucy A. Perry

W

hen the object being lifted is old and historic, it sometimes
boils down to integrity – the integrity of the structure being
moved, the integrity of the crane chosen for the job, and the
integrity of the company supplying the crane. Such was the
case this fall when a Terex truck crane was tapped to move a 95-year-old
wooden water tower on Bainbridge Island, Wash.
With the local historical society fighting hard to save the monument,
which dated back to the turn of the last century, A. Millican Crane Service
Inc., Port Gamble, Wash., was called in to deliver the water tower to its
new home on the island. But beginning with a test lift that showed the
structure might not hold together through the move, the trial-and-error
project proved to be a tricky one.
With owner Andy Millican supervising, the crew first removed the
14'x14' square top of the water tower using spreader bars attached to the
40-ton Terex T340 truck crane, explained Brett McKeehen, Millican’s
general manager. Examining the bottom infrastructure, they questioned
whether it would hold together for the lift. “So, we lifted it in a very controlled environment to make sure it was sound,” said McKeehen, “and in
fact, it started to come loose at the floor.”
At that point, Millican’s crew decided to back off and leave the delicate
process of shoring-up to the engineers on-site. They returned once the
structure was firmly braced and rigged nylon straps around it. McKeehen
said a decision was made to use both of the truck crane’s winches to lift the
wooden tower straight up.
“As you lifted it, you could release and hoist at the same time on both
winches,” he said. “One winch would release pressure on the top of the
structure, as the second winch took the pressure up on the bottom of the
structure, tilting it.”
The challenge was figuring out where to place the rigging materials
because of the age and structural integrity of the wooden tower. “It was
a trial-and-error process because no engineer would say ‘rig it here,’”
he explained. “Nobody wanted responsibility for that.” So, the crew adopted the same principle behind this lift as it would have for righting
fuel tanks and other objects taken from a horizontal to vertical position.
“The fact that we used a two-line pick was largely in part due to cramped
quarters,” McKeehen said. The rough-terrain site proved less than ideal
for setting up two cranes in order to maneuver the tower onto a trailer.
“So, we backed a small trailer underneath it to ready it for transport,” he
said. Once on the trailer, the tower was strapped down “as gently as possible,” and pilot cars were used to guide it to another location on the island.
“It was a safety issue more than an over-dimensional issue,” McKeehen
said. “The route had to be cleared by the local authorities.”
At the new location, the process for removing the water tower from the
and
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A Terex 40-ton T340 truck crane moves an aging
wooden water tower on Bainbridge Island.
trailer, righting it from horizontal to vertical again, and setting it in place
was reversed.

Banking on it

Tricky lifts are not new to Millican Crane Service. With a fleet of cranes
that range from a 23-ton Simon RO residential boom truck to a 130-ton
mobile hydraulic AT, the company logs a lot of non-traditional jobs, such
as lifting hollow cores and generators. Working primarily in western
Washington, the company is situated in close proximity to five naval shipyards and army bases, so military base projects are all in a day’s work.
“The U.S. government has stringent regulations on accessing military
bases, including what kinds of cranes you can use, and the configurations
of the cranes,” McKeehen said. “We’re familiar with the regulations; we
have knowledge of what they like to see.”
On the rental side, the company’s customers include a contractor who
does work exclusively in the local school system. “Its primary interest is
high schools and junior highs,” McKeehen said. “We run operated cranes
for the customer – no bare rentals.”
He said that although the company has a history in the residential market, the work has become too cost-competitive. “You run into situations
where perhaps the people delivering and offloading the trusses are using
their boom trucks to set beams and [perform] supplemental picks besides
just lifting trusses.”
The commercial sector has been picking up pretty well, however, McKeehen reported. “We’ve done quite a bit more heavy commercial work
than we’d have normally done,” he said. “This summer was very busy for
us, and that’s due primarily to some long-term jobs we got onto for heavy
highway, heavy underground to light commercial stuff.”
And the T340 has been “a rock-solid crane” on many of these projects
since it joined the Millican fleet in 2000. Although McKeehen said the
company has had some issues with parts availability with this crane, he
added that it is “nothing you don’t find on any other crane out there, and
not nearly so bad as other makes.” At press time, the T340 was performing
emergency tree removal on a one-day project. ■

Grove: The New RT540E
The RT540E is the latest addition to Grove’s rough-terrain product line. Advantages include a maximum lift capacity of
40 USt, a four-section boom reaching 102 ft in length, and a 45 ft offsettable telescopic swingaway extension. Other
features include an LMI with anti-two block system, dual-axis electronic joystick controls, and an all-steel cab.
For more information about the Grove RT540E, go to:

www.mcgads.com/1169.

Show Preview

Education and Demonstrations

World of Concrete packs a variety of featured activities during the annual event.

F

eaturing more than 900,000 square feet of exhibit space and
more than 1,700 exhibitors, World of Concrete 2007 was the
largest show in its 33-year history. In 2008, the event shows
promise of being bigger and better than before. Held Jan. 21-25
at the Las Vegas Convention Center, World of Concrete 2008
features a variety of educational opportunities, equipment demonstrations, and new products.
World of Concrete is known for its how-to educational programs, and
the 2008 Education Program offers more than 150 sessions, new tracks,
continuing education opportunities, and 3-hour and 90-minute seminars
that qualify toward the Master Certificate Program. A new track addition
for 2008 is the 90-minute seminar on green building.
In addition, a two-day OSHA 10-hour Construction Safety for Concrete Construction course will be held Monday and Tuesday. This 10-hour
safety course satisfies the OSHA 10-hour construction safety training
program requirements. Upon successful completion of the course, participants will receive an OSHA 10-hour safety training completion card.
For those with the competitive spirit, Pettibone, Baraga, Mich., will
sponsor the Telehandler
Skills Challenge at World of
Concrete. The third-annual
event is scheduled to take
place from Jan. 22-24.
The competition consists
of three rounds. Starting at
9 a.m. on Tues., Jan. 22, operators will compete for four
semi-finalist spots. On Wed.,
Jan. 23, beginning at 9 a.m.,
The Pettibone T8044 is one of two the number will be narrowed
machines operators can select for
down to two finalists. The
the Telehandler Skills Challenge.
concluding round begins at 1
p.m. on Thurs., Jan. 24 to determine the winner.
During the Telehandler Skills Challenge, operators will have their
choice of running either an 8,000-pound capacity Pettibone Extendo
8044 or an 8,000-pound capacity Pettibone Traverse T8044 as they
navigate their vehicles through a closed course designed to represent
an actual jobsite. Operators will have the opportunity to demonstrate
precise driving skills, accurate lifting and placing, overall productivity,
and observance of safety procedures.
Members of Pettibone’s sales staff will be responsible for judging the
participants. For the operator with the best score, which will be based on
safety, accuracy, and overall time, the grand prize is an all-terrain vehicle.
Prior to and after the Telehandler Skills Challenge, Pettibone will offer
operator training on Jan. 21 and Jan. 25 for those who would like to earn
their telehandler operator’s license and OSHA certification on-site. Training is open to new operators, as well as those in need of a refresher course,
and will consist of a half-day classroom session, followed by hands-on
training with the machines.
and
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The latest wares

You don’t have to work in the commercial concrete or masonry industries to find equipment of interest at World of Concrete. Lift and Access
has identified nearly 50 exhibitors that pertain to lifting equipment professionals, including telescopic handlers, rigging gear, and knuckleboom
cranes. Highlighted here is a sample of the lifting equipment you will see
at World of Concrete later this month.

Bobcat V417 VersaHandler TTC

Bobcat Co., West Fargo, N.D., will introduce the V417 VersaHandler TTC – the
fourth model in its VersaHandler line and
the first to offer the Bob-Tach™ attachment
mounting system. Select attachments for
large-frame skid-steer loaders, compact
track loaders, and all-wheel steer loaders are
approved for use with the V417.
The 10,648-pound V417 TTC is designed
with residential builders, rental companies,
landscapers, and agricultural producers in mind. The V417 features a 75hp turbocharged engine that packs a powerful punch in a frame that is
only 72.5 inches wide. With 17 feet of lift height and a 4,400-pound load
capacity, the V417 can easily lift, carry, and place building materials or
load and unload trucks.
A contractor can easily and quickly go from pick-and-place tasks to
other jobsite duties using the standard-equipped Bob-Tach system. Additionally, the V417 includes a universal joystick for precise control of attachment functions, boom extension and retraction, auxiliary hydraulics,
and boom float.
A standard cab enclosure with heating, ventilation and air conditioning
system enables contractors to operate in comfort. A large cab opening offers easy entrance and exit.
www.bobcat.com/versahandler

Capital Safety Fall Protection Products

Manufacturer of height safety and fall protection
equipment and home of the DBI-SALA and PROTECTA brands, Capital Safety, Redwing, Minn., will
highlight a number of new products. These include
anchors for personal fall arrest systems specific to concrete
applications, such as the parapet anchor, and connective
devices such as the Sealed-Blok Self-Retracting Lifeline. The
company will also display the EZ-Line Horizontal Lifeline
and the i-Safe RFID system for equipment tracking.
www.capitalsafety.com

Effer 340.11/4S + Jib 3S and 24000-BL/2S Knuckleboom Cranes

North American Lifting Equipment and Effer USA, Cuyahoga
Falls, Ohio, will display two crane models suitable for the poured walls

2008 World of Concrete Exhibitors*

Iowa Mold Tooling 37/266 Knuckleboom Crane

Iowa Mold Tooling, Garner, Iowa, will show its 37/266 knuckleboom
crane. This machine features a rating of more than 268,000 footpounds, a maximum horizontal
reach of more than 28 feet, and
a maximum vertical reach of
almost 37 feet.
The 37/266 knuckleboom crane
offers a heavy-duty lifting system,
a rated capacity limitation system,
and popular options such as a
radio remote control and the electronic vehicle stability system.
www.imt.com

OMNEX Control Systems CCDOCK Battery Charger

OMNEX Control Systems, Port Coquitlam, British Columbia, will
show its latest remote control accessory, the CCDOCK™ battery charger. The device charges transmitter batteries without any electrical
contacts on the transmitter’s surface, so there isn’t any worry about
dirt or grime interfering. Just place the transmitter on the CCDOCK,
and it will auto detect either NiMH or NiCad batteries
and charging will commence.
Features include diagnostic indicators and vehicle
battery saving capability, providing the operator with
ultimate flexibility in transmitter power management. The transmitter will even work without
batteries when mounted on the dock. The
CCDOCK is designed to be powered from a 12
VDC or 24 VDC system and comes equipped with
an optional alarm that prevents the transmitter from being left behind.
www.omnexcontrols.com

Palfinger North America PK 100002 Knuckleboom Crane

Palfinger North America, Niagara Falls, Ontario,
will display several knuckleboom cranes, including
the PK 100002 HPLS crane. Built for heavy-duty
applications, the crane is rated for the 100 metertonne class. When equipped with one of several
fly-jibs, it has a maximum outreach of 104'2". The
advanced package includes an oil-cooler, electronic HPLS, capacity display on the control console
and several Palfinger-exclusive designs, such as
Paltronic 50 safety system, radio remote controls,
and Power Link Plus, which allows the boom to be
angled upward by 10°.

*Lift and Access supporters in bold

Also on display will be the 30 meter-tonne PK 32002 and 40 metertonne PK 40002 Performance cranes. Standard features include continuous rotation, top-seat controls, and pivoting stabilizer legs.
www.palfinger-northamerica.com

Pettibone T10056 Telehandler

First reported in Lift and Access, Pettibone, Baraga, Mich., will introduce the T10056 traversing boom telescopic handler. Like all Pettibone
Traverse Series models, the T10056 features 70 inches of horizontal boom
travel at every lift height, which lets operators lift and land loads in hardto-reach locations with ease.
The T10056 has a maximum
capacity of 10,000 pounds and
a maximum lifting height of
56 feet. By World of Concrete,
the machine is expected to be
re-rated at 11,000-pounds of
capacity. For more details on the T10056, see the December 2007 issue
of Lift and Access.
www.gopettibone.com n
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foundation industry. The
rear-mounted folding boom
model 340.11/4S + Jib 3S
provides a capacity of 1,985
pounds at a radius of 66'1".
Also shown will be the
24000-BL/2S, a long-boom
model with a capacity of 1,875 pounds at a radius of 59'2".
www.efferusa.com

Company
Booth Number
Altec.................................................................................................. C6213
BIK Hydraulics Ltd.......................................................................... C4036
Bil-Jax............................................................................................... C6695
Bobcat................................................................................................ C5483
Capital Safety (DBI-SALA)......................................................... O31675
Case..................................................................................................... C5869
Caterpillar....................................................................................... C6069
Columbus McKinnon Corp....................................................... S13928
Crane Boss...................................................................................... S13356
Cranes & Equipment Corp.......................................................... C6649
Crane Pro Parts................................................................................N3265
Cummins, Inc................................................................................... C6451
Detroit Diesel................................................................................... C7221
Deutz Corp........................................................................................N2637
Fascan International Inc............................................................ O31756
Gehl Co............................................................................................. C5887
Hatz Diesel........................................................................................N1811
Haulotte US.................................................................................... C7351
HBC-Radiomatic Inc...................................................................... C6598
Hetronic USA................................................................................... C7961
Hiab..................................................................................................... C7015
IMT.................................................................................................. O31175
JD Neuhaus.................................................................................... S14305
JLG Industries............................................................................... C7415
John Deere Power Systems....................................................N2427
Kubota Engine.................................................................................N1411
Load Lifter....................................................................................... S14507
Loegering....................................................................................... C7745
Manitou North America........................................................... C5495
Microtronics Controls Inc.......................................................... S20636
MinnPar.............................................................................................. C7959
Mustang Manufacturing......................................................... C5283
NALE/Effer Cranes........................................................ C4515, O30863
NBB Controls Inc............................................................................. C7701
New Holland Construction......................................................... C6469
Omnex Control Systems.............................................................. C7655
Palfinger North America...................................... C6150, O31375
Perkins Engines........................................................................... C6789
Pettibone........................................................................................ C7359
Qualcomm........................................................................................ C6797
Ritchie Bros Auctioneers.............................................................N2421
Skyjack............................................................................................. C7537
Snorkel............................................................................................. C6486
Tele Radio America.......................................................................... N878
Terex.................................................................................................. C5213
Timco Inc........................................................................................... C7937
Xtreme Manufacturing......................................................... O31859

Show Preview
®

The Rental Show Goes to Vegas
The American Rental Association’s annual tradeshow lands in the
Entertainment Capital for a week of seminars and exhibits.

N

ow in its 52nd year, the American
Rental Association’s Rental Show
heads back to Las Vegas to provide
rental professionals a networking
opportunity like no other. The largest
rental trade show – and 63rd biggest U.S. trade
show, according to Tradeshow Week magazine
– provides the opportunity to check out new
equipment introductions, attend seminars, mix
with old friends, and make new contacts.
The Rental Show 2008 will be held Feb. 1114 at the Mandalay Bay Convention Center
and will feature the latest products for the industry. With pre-show workshops and seminars throughout the week, attendees will have
ample opportunities to network and learn

how to improve their rental businesses.
Two day-long seminars will be held Feb. 10
before the show gets under way. Construction
U includes seminars focusing on managing
financials, risk, information and technology, assets, sales and marketing, and human resources
for owners and key managers of construction
rental businesses. The Next Generation of Rental Owners seminar focuses on the process of
transitioning a rental business to a new owner.
ARA Rocks the House, the opening night
celebration to be held Feb. 11, brings attendees
together at the House of Blues at Mandalay Bay
and will feature live entertainment provided by
the World Classic Rockers, a band featuring former members of Santana, Journey, Steppenwolf,

Aichi USA Boom Lifts

Aichi USA, Glen Burnie, Md., announces it will launch the Skymaster
SP400C and SP460CJ rubber-tire boom
lifts at The Rental Show. The SP400C has a maximum
platform height of 39.4 feet and horizontal outreach
of 35.9 feet. The SP460CJ has a maximum platform
height of 45.7 feet and horizontal outreach of 41.8 feet.
Aichi’s exclusive proportional control system on the
platform provides smooth operation. The new booms have
a cartridge system around the hydraulic hose and electrical
harness in the three-section boom for improved maintenance and prevention of hose and harness breakage.
A large iron wing cover and engine swing-out system
also help improve serviceability.
www.aichiusa.com

Bil-Jax Self-Propelled X-Boom

Bil-Jax, Inc., Archbold, Ohio, is now delivering its self-propelled XBoom Models 36XT and the 45XA. These machines feature hydraulic
lift systems identical to the Summit
Series trailer-mounted aerial models 3632T and 4527A, respectively.
Patent-pending technology allows
users to set up and begin operation
in less than 30 seconds. A key feature
of the X-Booms is their hydraulic
outriggers, which have replaced the
counterweights found on conventional self-propelled machines.
www.biljax.com
and
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Toto, and Lynyrd Skynyrd.
This year’s keynote speaker will be Christopher Gardner, who went from being homeless
in San Francisco to founding a successful brokerage firm. His autobiography, “The Pursuit
of Happyness,” was made into a film starring
Will Smith last year. The keynote session is
scheduled for Feb. 12. During the keynote session, the ARA will also induct Bill Begley, Tom
Hawthorne, and the late James Keenan into the
Rental Hall of Fame.
With more than 650 exhibitors, 750,000
square feet of showroom space, and 3,500
booths, plan ahead to take advantage of every
moment at the show. Below are a sampling of
products on display at The Rental Show.

CareLift Zoom Boom ZB12032 Telehandler

With a capacity of 12,000 pounds and a lift height of 32 feet, Breslau,
Ontario-based CareLift Equipment’s Zoom Boom ZB12032 telehandler
retains the same design and rugged features of other Zoom Boom models, which are designed to maximize job performance and productivity.
Features include a Cummins QSB4.5C 110 turbocharged diesel, Dana
T20000 3-speed transmission, Dana 213 axles, and a 10,000-pound pipe
grappler. The ZB12032 is designed specifically for pipe handling operation, pole yards, public utilities, and precast plants.
www.carelift.com

DPL America Skyhawk Vehicle Tracking System

The Skyhawk Vehicle Tracking System from DPL America, San Francisco, Calif., delivers automatic GPS location updates, provides speed
alarms, and maintains a daily mileage log, allowing users to track a vehicle’s complete history of stop, start, idle and drive time for any given day.
To curb unauthorized use, the Skyhawk will set a curfew on any vehicle to
disable it from starting.
www.dplamerica.com

Gehl RS5-19 Telehandler

Gehl Co., West Bend, Wis., will show its RS5-19 telehandler. Featuring
a compact frame, a low-profile 6'4" overall
height, and an 11-foot turning radius, the
RS5-19 can maneuver in low buildings,
parking garages, and confined jobsites.
The boom reaches to a height of 19'1" and
features the same welded box-section design as the Dynalift® and RS Series.
The RS5-19 is powered by a 64-hp turbocharged water-cooled Deutz diesel engine.
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Internal wet disc service brakes are standard
equipment. The SAHR parking brake automatically applies when the engine is shut off or can be
manually employed by pressing a switch.
An enclosed cab, a heater/defroster, suspension seat, and work light package are optional
equipment. Two direct mechanical joystick
controls for boom and fork-tilt functions are
standard. Optional auxiliary lines and the Dynattach® Quick-Attach System power a variety
of attachments.
www.gehl.com

JLG G5-18A Telehandler

JLG Industries, McConnellsburg, Pa., introduces its 5,500-pound capacity G5-18A
compact telehandler. Built in Shippensburg, Pa.,
this unit measures
146 inches long and
71 inches wide. At
77 inches tall, the
G5-18A can work in
parking garages and
on multi-story sites.
The G5-18A Featuring an 1,850-pound
capacity at its 11-foot
maximum reach and
18-foot maximum boom height. This machine
comes with three steering modes: four-wheel,
four-wheel crab, and two-wheel. Its 126-inch
turning radius allows for use in confined spaces.
www.jlg.com

OEM DD GoPOD

The Rental Show 2008 Exhibitor List*
Company
Booth Number
Aichi USA................................................ 6000
Allied Insurance Brokers................. 1052
Arrow Material Handling..................... 6054
AWPT......................................................... 6548
Bil-Jax.......................................... 1466, 7731
Bobcat Co.................................................. 5731
CareLift Equipment Ltd................... 5738
Case Construction Equipment.......... 4541
Custom Equipment............................ 6738
DeltaTech Controls................................ 5603
Deutz Corp................................................ 4736
DPL America............................................. 7121
Gehl Co..................................................... 6611
Genie Industries.................................. 4125
Helac Corp................................................ 5254
Ingersoll Rand Co................................... 5330
IronPlanet.................................................. 4953
JCB............................................................... 6206
JLG Industries....................................... 6119
Landoll Corp............................................. 6529
Ledwell & Son Enterprises.................. 5925
Loegering............................................... 4343
Manitou North America................... 5723
MEC............................................................ 4956
MinnPar...................................................... 6249
Mustang Manufacturing Co.......... 6927
New Holland Construction................. 5206
Niftylift....................................................... 4941
OEM Controls........................................ 5227
PLE............................................................... 5648
Qualcomm................................................ 4336
Reachmaster......................................... 6741
RMI Corp.................................................. 5600
Skyjack..................................................... 5338
SmartEquip............................................... 2416
Snorkel International....................... 6138
Star Industries.......................................... 5612
Teupen America................................... 5951
The Advance Metalworking Co.... 4537
Trail EZE Trailers...................................... 6723
Trail King Industries............................... 5149
Up-N-Atom............................................. 4553
UpRight.................................................... 5742
Valla Cranes.............................................. 6545
Volvo Construction Equipment........ 6806
Xtreme Manufacturing.................... 6130

RMI Corp., Avon, Conn., will showcase its ADVANTAGE-Live software, which allows users who rent, sell, and service equipment to securely
access their information over the internet. ADVANTAGE-Live offers the
same industry standard functionality found in the on-site system and also
includes a package with access to the Microsoft Office Suite of programs,
including Office, Excel, and PowerPoint. Users of the software only need
an internet connection to run the program, and as a hosted service, users
pay a single monthly fee that grants them access to software.
www.rmiusa.com
and
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Snorkel International, St. Joseph, Mo., will unveil
eight new U.S.-built models, including an electric
scissor lift, mast and articulated boom lifts, and
the SpeedLevel rough-terrain vertical lifts.
The S2633 scissor lift is an ultra-narrow selfpropelled scissor lift that can fit through a gap
less than 3 feet wide and works at heights of up
to 32'8". Standard features include roll-out deck
extension, hydraulic depression mechanism, nonmarking tires, and swing-out service modules.
The SR3084SL also will be on display. It has
self-leveling capabilities and a large platform area
to make working at heights safe and easy.
Other models include the TM12 mast lift,
AB38N and AB38W self-propelled booms,
MB2639J mast boom lift, and the M2032J lift.
www.snorkelusa.com

Trail-EZE XT Trailers

Trail-Eze Trailers, Mitchell, S.D., will display
its XT line of low load-angle hydraulic tail trailers at The Rental Show. The line features four
models ranging from 70,000- to 100,000-pound
distributed capacities with 10° low approach tail
ramp. The trailer deck width is 8'6" with lengths
that range from 40 to 53 feet. The frame is made
of all high-tensile steel. Brakes feature outboard
drums with ABS, auto slack adjusters and spring
brakes. One tool box with a lid is located on the
driver’s side on the upper deck of the trailer.
www.traileze.com

Up-N-Atom Retriever No Idle System

Wakesha, Wis.-based Up-N-Atom’s Retriever
No Idle System™ can load and unload 30,000pounds of payloads with the truck engine off. The system uses the truck’s
air system – not hydraulics – to power deck operations. Once the compressor has filled the truck’s tanks, it continues pumping until the 60gallon No Idle System’s tank is filled to 120 psi, enough power to handle
the loading and unloading of a 30,000-pound payload. Under normal
driving operation, it takes between four and six minutes to bring the No
Idle System up to full pressure.
www.upnatom.com

*Lift and Access supporters in bold

OEM Data Delivery, Shelton, Conn., has introduced a wireless, hands-free way to capture equipment locations, plus
work hours, idle time, and service alerts, accurately, and in real time. The
OEM DD GoPOD is a tiny, concealed computer that can be installed in
any piece of rental equipment. GoPOD has a GPS antenna and a radio
antenna. Information is collected passively, via drive-by, within a range
of 300 feet line of site, and is transmitted via secure radio link. It is then
formatted, downloaded into a nightly web report, and made available on
a password-protected website.
www.oemdd.com

RMI Corp. ADVANTAGE-Live Software

Snorkel Aerial Work Platforms

UpRight Trailer-Mounted Aerials

UpRight, Fresno, Calif., will unveil its new
range of articulating trailer-mounted aerial lifts,
the 37-foot TL37 and the 49-foot TL49K. The
TL37 has a stable in-line boom and features
hydraulic outriggers, jib and powered cage rotation as standard. The TL49K boasts heavy-duty
booms and again is simple and easy to maintain,
with good specification and a wide variety of
power options, including bi-energy. n
www.upright.com

Advertiser INDEX
UPFRONT
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Aichi USA

(410) 590-1134

www.aichiusa.com

41

Altec Industries

(866) 966-2969

www.altec.com

2

Bil-Jax

(800) 537-0540

www.biljax.com

Caterpillar

(309) 675-1000

Dealer Alliance Corp.

Access Platform

(909) 923-9444

www.accessplatform.com

58

Acme Lift Co.

(877) 254-0650

www.acmelift.com

52

17

Advanced Aerials

(888) 569-8848

www.boomlifts4sale.com

61

www.cat-telehandlers.com

27

Alexander Equipment Rental

(815) 933-2122

www.aerialliftequipment.com

63

(866) 591-5438

www.aeriallifts.net

15

AUSA

(800) 820-AUSA

www.ausa.com

57

Genie Industries

(888) 428-6272

www.genieindustries.com

Coast 2 Coast Equipment

(800) 361-8949

www.coast2coastequipment.com

61

Genie Industries

(800) 536-1800

www.genieindustries.com/HFT70RS 75

GoLight

(800) 557-0098

www.golight.com

65

Hawe Hydraulics

(704) 509-1599

www.hawehydraulics.com

High Lift Wholesale

(800) 888-4884

www.highliftwholesale.com

54

JLG Industries

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/supercompact4

Illinois Truck & Equipment

(800) 941-2133

www.iltruck.com

60

Loegering

(800) 373-5441

www.qtstracks.com

35

Inquipco

(800) 598-3465

www.inquipco.com

60

Manitex

(512) 942-3000

www.manitex.com

43

Joseph Industries

(800) 321-9983

www.joseph.com

62

Manitou North America

(800) 433-3304

www.manitou-na.com

19

MCS Industrial Electronics

(928) 775-4918

www.mcsindustrial.com

55

Manitowoc Crane Group

(920) 684-4410

www.mcgads.com/1161

45

Miller’s Equipment

(304) 736-4800

www.millersequipment.com

62

MEC Aerial Work Platforms

(877) 632-5438

www.MECawp.com

7

National Lift Equipment

(800) 424-7625

www.nleq.com

53

National Lift Equipment

(800) 424-7625

www.nleq.com

8

Polygon Co.

(800) 918-9261

www.polygoncompany.com

63

Pettibone

(800) 467-3884

www.gopettibone.com

3

RMI Corp.

(800) 252-5011

www.rmiusa.com

59

R&R Tire

(970) 226-4082

www.rrtirecovers.com

21

U.S. Markets

(800) 232-8550

www.US-Markets.com

62

Skyjack, Inc.

(800) 265-2738

www.skyjack.com

WEB Equipment

(800) 225-3858

www.webequipment.com

56

Snorkel

(800) 255-0317

www.snorkelusa.com

11

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Tadano America

(281) 869-0030

www.tadanoamerica.com

39

CareLift Dealer Listings

(519) 648-2282

www.carelift.com

66-67

Teupen America Corp.

(800) 944-5898

www.spiderlifts.com

25

Gehl Dealer Listings

(262) 334-9461

www.gehl.com

70-71

The Advance Metalworking Co. (800) 369-5365

www.loriser.com

18

Gradall Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/gradall14

69

Trojan Battery Co.

(800) 423-6569

www.trojanbattery.com

23

JLG Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/jlgtele8

64

Xtreme Manufacturing

(800) 497-1704

www.xtrememanufacturing.com

31

Lull Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/lull13

73

Manitou Dealer Listings

(800) 433-3304

www.manitou-na.com

71

Mustang Dealer Listings

(507) 451-7112

www.mustangmfg.com

72

Pettibone Dealer Listings

(800) 467-3884

www.gopettibone.com

68-69

SkyTrak Dealer Listings

(877) JLG-LIFT

www.jlg.com/skytrak13

65

49
9

13, 76

Lift and Access expertly covers the entire
lifting equipment market: aerial work platforms,
rough-terrain material handlers and cranes.
To advertise call 800-231-8953 for information.
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Geared Up for Your
Lift Parts & Support Needs

Authorized Parts Dealer for

877-254-0650
www.acmelift.com
and
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Call us with
your trade-ins
and excess
equipment!
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Consignments
Welcome!

C.

1996 Skyjack SJ7027 4x4, 27ft platform height, 70
inches wide, deck extension, 4 wheel drive, Kubota dual
fuel w/2750 hours, very clean! $9500

2000 Gradall 524-2S, 6000#, 24ft lift, 4 wheel drive,
rear wheel steer, tilt frame, Cummins diesel w/2700
hours, tires at 30% - add 1400 for new tires. Only
15500# GVW!! $19500

1996 Snorkel TB42P 4x4, factory reconditioned in 2004!,
Duetz diesel, 2282 hours, 6ft basket, 2 wheel drive, 75%
rubber. $15500

2000 JLG 40H 4x4, 40ft platform height, Ford dual
fuel, 2872 hours, 8ft basket, osc axle, serviced and
ready to work! $17000

1998 AICHI ISR602, 59ft platform height, 65ft working
height, Crawler type boom lift, 51% gradeability!, Isuzu
water cooled diesel,4900 hours. Current location Florida Works and runs great! paint 60%. $32500

1998 Traverse TL6035, 6000#, 37ft lift, Cummins turbo
w/3800 hours, 4 wheel drive, 2-4 and crab steer, tilt
frame, 72in traversing boom! $25900

1999 JLG 40H 4x4,40ft platform height, Duetz diesel,
2860 hours, 8ft basket, osc axle, job ready! $17000

1999 Skyjack SJ9250 4x4, 50ft platform height 4 wheel
drive rough terrain scissor lift, 92inches wide, Ford dual
fuel, w/1434 hours, powered deck extension, outriggers,
joystick control, serviced and job ready! $18500

2000 Gradall 524-3S, 6000#, 32ft lift, 4 wheel drive,
rear wheel steer, tilt frame, Cummins diesel, 355 hours
on new meter-actual hours est at 2500. Only 1600#’s
GVW. $22500

800-888-4884
815-282-8425

Fax: 815-282-8592
www.highliftwholesale.com

1995 Snorkel Uno 41D 4x4, 41 ft platform height,
Kubota diesel w/4000 hours, nice shape! $14500

High-Lift Wholesale, Inc.
1239 Shappert Dr.
Machesney Park, IL 61115

1997 JLG 40RTS, 40ft platform height, 4 wheel drive,
deck extension, Ford dual fuel w/3000 hrs, Job Ready!
$11000

1998 Genie Z34/22 4x4, 34ft platform height, 40ft
working height, 4 wheel drive, Kubota dual fuel w/2980
hours, only 5ft 10in wide and 10700#’s! Serviced and
job ready. $17500

MARKETPLACE

Sales of New
Replacement Controllers
Toggle Switches/Battery Chargers
Fast Turnaround
Over 26 Years Experience
Over 60,000 Rebuilt
100% Satisfaction
Guaranteed
PHONE (928) 775-4918
24 Hr. FAX (928) 775-4845
WEBSITE www.mcsindustrial.com
Send Cores to: 8675 E. Laredo Dr., Prescott Valley, AZ 86314

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Rebuilding of
Joystick Controllers

MARKETPLACE
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Compact rough-terrain forklifts with high output hydrostatic transmission,
available in 2 wd and 4 wd versions.

C11M/2,000lbs

C150H/3,000lbs

C250H/5,000lbs

C300H/6,000lbs

DEALERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES IN USA AND CANADA
2655 Le Jeune Road – Suite 808
CORAL GABLES FL 33134 (USA)
Toll free: 800 820 AUSA
E-mail: ausa.corp@ausa.com
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WWW.AUSA.COM

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

FORKLIFT C350H 8,000 LBS
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H #8541, 2000 New Holland LM860, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

52’ reach, 48” tilt carriage, stabilizers, new tires, $47,500

H #8405, 2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt carriage, JD diesel, $74,500

H #8406, 2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt carriage, JD diesel, $82,500

H #8408, 1999 Lull 1044C-54, OROPS, 10,000# cap.,

54’ reach, tilt carriage, $42,500

H #8411, 2003 Lull 644E-42, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

tilt carriage, $39,500

H #7587, 2000 Lull 644D-34, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 34’ reach,

4x4, $32,500

2006 Skytrak 6036, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 2006 Skytrak 6042 Tire II, OROPS,
36’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights,
6,000# cap., 42’ reach, 48” carriage,
aux. hyd., $56,500
work lights, aux. hyd., $62,500

2006 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater,
6,000# cap., 42’ reach, 48” carriage,
aux. hyd., $63,500

H #8412, 2004 JCB 506C HL, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

q-connect, Perkins diesel, $39,500

H #ST027, 2005 Skytrak 6036, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

36’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $48,500

H #ST036, 2006 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $62,500

H #ST040, 2006 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $61,500

H #ST028, 2005 Skytrak 6042, EROPS, heater, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, aux. hyd., $57,500

2006 Lull 1044C-54 II, OROPS, 10,000#
cap., 54’ reach, 4x4x4, q-connect, tilt
carriage, JD diesel, $74,500

2006 Skytrak 8042, OROPS, 8,000# cap., 2005 Skytrak 10054, EROPS, heater,
42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights,
10,000# cap., 54’ reach, 48” carriage,
aux. hyd., $66,500
work lights, aux. hyd., $74,500

Illinois
Truck & Equipment
320 Briscoe Dr.
Morris, Illinois

www.iltruck.com
sales@iltruck.com
800-941-2133

Nationwide Delivery!
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Dec 2007 Crane

H #ST015, 2005 Skytrak 6042, OROPS, 6,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $52,500

H #7840, 2005 Skytrak 6042, OROPS, 6,000# cap., 42’ reach,

48” tilt carriage, 48” q-tach forks, foam filled tires, $52,500

H #ST032, 2006 Skytrak 8042, EROPS, heater, 8,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, work lights, aux. hyd., $64,500

H #ST022, 2005 Skytrak 8042, EROPS, heater, 8,000# cap.,

42’ reach, 48” carriage, road lights, aux. hyd., $67,500

H #8311, 2000 Terex TX77-45E Girolift, EROPS, 7,700# cap.,

45’ reach, q-coupler, POR, $47,500

Advanced Aerials & Equipment
is your High Reach and Material Handling specialist.
Providing both material and personnel lifts to the industry.
8FDBO
-PDBUF FMFWBUF OFHPUJBUF JOTQFDUBOETIJQBOZNBDIJOFZPVOFFE
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888-569-8848
www.boomlifts4sale.com

We sell all manufacturers:
New & Used
$03103"5*0/
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U.S. MARKETS
,IFTINGª9OURª"OTTOMª,INE
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.EEDªTOªlLLªGAPSªINªYOURªPRODUCTªMIXª
,IMITEDªCAPITALªBUDGETª
.EEDªEXTRAªMACHINESªFORªAªSPECIALª0ROJECT
53ª-ARKETSªHASªTHEªLARGESTªmEETªOFªSCISSORª
LIFTSª FT ªBOOMªLIFTSª FT ªANDª
TELEHANDLERSªINªTHEªWHOLESALEªMARKET

#ALLªORªVISITªUSªONªTHEªWEBªTODAYªANDªTAKEª
ADVANTAGEªOFªªYEARSªOFªHELPINGªLIFTªTHEª
BOTTOMªLINE

WWW53 -ARKETSCOM

JCB
O ve r 6 0 Ye a r s o f D r i ve l i n e E x c e l l e n c e

CATERPILLAR

2007 Telehandler/Boom Lift
Event Special:

$59 each
MANITOU

INGERSOLL RAND

REMANUFACTURED TRANSMISSIONS,
TORQUE CONVERTERS, PUMPS &
TRANSMISSION OVERHAUL KITS
FOR BACKHOES, TELEHANDLERS AND
ROUGH TERRAIN FORKLIFTS

2007

$19 additional copies
free shipping

2007

Call us today!

800-321-9983
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www.joseph.com

Contact Becky at 800-231-8953 to order your copy!

MARKETPLACE
800.918.9261

www.polygoncompany.com
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P.O. Box 176, Walkerton, Indiana 46574 USA

POWER, versatility and innovation. They’re what you expect from a world-leading
equipment manufacturer. And they’re what you get with the new family of
JLG® all-wheel steer telehandlers. With capacities from 6,600 to 12,000 pounds
and reach heights from 42 to 55 feet, JLG telehandlers help you handle any job site
challenge. Plus, all JLG telehandlers can be equipped with our exclusive QuickSwitch attachments. Get more power, more capacity and more height.
Ask for JLG and get the power to do more.

lift More

material
here

Visit www.jlg.com/jlgtele8 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

WITH More

strength
here

Contact the JLG Dealer Nearest You…   
Briggs Construction
Equipment
• SOUTH CAROLINA
866-BRIGGS-6
www.briggs-ce.com
CL Boyd
4220 West Reno Ave.
oklahoma city, ok 73107
800-652-2693
www.clboyd.com
clboydgroup@clboyd.com
• lawton, ok
800-633-2693
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EQUIPMENT DEALERS
To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

JLG® TELehandlerS

Coast Crane Co.
8250 5th Ave. S.
Seattle, WA 98108
800-669-2726
www.coastcrane.com
• 800-400-2726
    Tacoma, WA
    W. Sacramento, CA
    San Leandro, CA
JPS Equipment, LLC
198 Sterling Avenue
west monroe, la 71294
318-398-9030
www.ipsequips.com

Marr Scaffolding Company
1 D Street
SOUTH BOSTON, MA 02127-2466
617-269-7200
www.marrscaffolding.com

RMS Rentals
12520 Quentin Ave S. Suite 100
Savage, MN 55378
952-895-7033
www.rmsequipment.com

PDQ Rentals
10826 Shoemaker Ave.
Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670
800-300-9997
sales@pdqrentals.com

WEB EQUIPMENT
22 Perchwood Dr.
Fredericksburg, VA 22405
800-225-3858
www.webequipment.com
cmorris@webequipment.com

If you are a contracted dealer with JLG and
would like to be listed in the above dealer
program please contact.... 800-231-8953.

• Yorktown, VA
757-897-8808

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
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Everything you need.
Nothing you don’t.
Hard-working machines for hard-working people. That’s the thinking that

Hard-working machines
for hard-working people. That’s the thinking that made SkyTrak
made SkyTrak®all-wheel steer telehandlers the industry’s most popular
all-wheel steer telehandlers the industry’s most popular brand. These machines are basic,
brand.
These
machines
areYou
basic,
reliable
friendly.toYou
get the toughest
reliable and operator friendly.
get the
powerand
andoperator
maneuverability
handle
the
power
and
maneuverability
to
handle
the
toughest
terrain,
the
patented
terrain, the patented Stabil-Trak system for improved stability, plus versatile attachments
for improved
stability,
plusservice
versatile
to keep
toStabil-Trak
keep your system
productivity
high. All backed
by the
andattachments
support of JLG.
®
your
productivity
high.
All
backed
by
the
service
and
support
of
JLG.
Visit www.jlg.com/skytrak13 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.
®

Visit www.jlg.com/skytrak13 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

3 Rotates

370º x 135º
Vertical Sweep

3 500,000

Candle Power

Contact the Skytrak Dealer Nearest You…

Admar Supply Co., Inc.
1950
Brighton-Henrietta TL Rd.
1
rochester, ny 14623
800-836-2367
www.admarsupply.com
Serving Upstate NY

Equipment Depot of Illinois
2545 Northwest Parkway        
Elgin, IL 60124
847-836-5005
Toll Free 888-486-5534
www.eqdepot.com

Birkey’s Construction
Equipment Co.
1801 E. University Ave.
Urbana, IL 61802
217-337-1781
www.birkeys.com

• Rockford, IL
888-486-5534

• Mattoon, IL
   217-235-3158
• galesburg, IL
   309-341-4360
• hudson, IL
   309-726-1132

Norris Sales Company Inc.
• PENNSYLVANIA
1300 East Ridge Pike
Plymouth Meeting, PA 19462
610-279-5777
• NEW JERSEY
668 Berlin Cross Keys Road
	Sicklerville, NJ 08081
856-740-1400
www.norrissales.com
info@norrissales.com

If you are a contracted dealer with SKYTRAK and would like to be listed in
the dealer program please contact....800-231-8953.

12/21/06 12:03:44 PM

3 Wireless
Remote
Controls

For a distributor call

800-557-0098

Fax: (308) 278-2525
info@golight.com

(308) 278-3131

www.golight.com
37146 Old Hwy. 17
Culbertson, NE 69024
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Go
3 5 Year Warranty
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EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Arts Rental Equipment
& Supply
Newport, KY
Serving Kentucky, Ohio & Indiana
877-341-ARTS
www.artsrental.com
info@artsrental.com

Hertz Equipment Rental (continued)

• calgary 25th Street, AB
   403-287-9494
• fort mcmurray, AB
   780-743-6233

Dealer Nearest You…
Ross Equipment Rentals
5825 W. Van Buren St.
Phoenix, AZ 85043
602-470-1000
www.rossrents.com

Simplex Equipment Rental (continued)

• Longueuil, PQ
450-670-7000
• Montréal, PQ
514-331-7777

whisenhunt@coastlineequipment.com

• grande prairie, AB
   780-538-9499

• Alma, PQ
418-480-3000

• Repentigny, PQ
450-581-2106

• reno, nv
   775-972-7677

• red deer, AB
   403-342-7220

• Anjou, PQ
514-354-4444

• Sept-îles
418-962-8113

• rocky mountain house, ab
   403-845-7523

• Baie-Comeau, PQ
418-296-7277

• Saint-Hyacinthe, PQ
450-778-9777

• whitecourt, AB
   780-778-4411

• Blainville, PQ
450-433-7277

• Sherbrooke, PQ
819-569-9548

• Lloydminster , AB
   780-875-3202

• Chicoutimi, PQ
418-698-2000

• Saint-Eustache, PQ
450-491-6777

H&E Equipment Services
Edward Allan
Branch Manager
5433 Randolph Blvd.
San Antonio, TX 78233
Phone: 210-655-0048
Fax: 210-655-2246
Cell: 210-669-8392

• surrey, BC
   604-599-7368

• Danville, PQ
819-839-1777

• Saint-Jérôme, PQ
450-436-4413

• regina, SK
   306-775-2214

• Deauville, PQ
819-864-0368

• Marieville, PQ
450-460-0101

• saskatoon, SK
   306-242-5853

• Dorval, PQ
514-421-4000

• St-Nicolas, PQ
418-831-3715

Hertz Equipment Rental
6110 86th Street
edmonton, ab
780-461-2900
www.hertz.com

• brandon, mb
   204-729-8267

• Drummondville, PQ
819-478-0355

• St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, PQ
450-346-4407

• winnipeg, mb
   204-488-4929

• Farnham, PQ
450-293-3116

• Trois-Rivières, PQ
819-372-1500

• edmonton 86th Steet, AB
   780-435-3711

• dryden, Mb
   807-223-4555

• Gatineau
819-778-5000

• Victoriaville, PQ
819-758-6251

• edmonton 50th Street, AB
   780-465-2100

• thunder bay, on
   807-345-8825

• Granby, PQ
450-372-4488

• bonnyville, aB
   780-812-3433

H P Lift & Loader Inc.
420 S. Outer Dr.
saginaw, mi 48601
989-754-1465
rwebber@hpforklift.com

• Laval, PQ
450-686-7777

• santa ana, ca
   714-265-6550
Crawler Supply Co. Inc.
6413 Airline Hwy.
baton rouge, la 70805
225-357-7515
888-772-9505
www.crawlersupply.com

• calgary Meridian, AB
   403-248-5414

• Lévis, PQ
418-835-4000

• Québec, PQ
418-686-7777

If you are a contracted dealer
with carelift and would like
to be listed in the above dealer
program please contact....
800-231-8953.
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Coastline Equipment
325 North 5th Street, Bldg. A
sacramento, ca 95814
916-440-8090
Fax: 916-440-8094
www.coastlineequipment.com

• Ottawa, ON
613-521-2121

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

• fort saskatchewan, AB
   780-992-7218

Simplex Equipment Rental
9740 L’ Acadie
Montreal, Quebec H4N 1L8
514-331-7777
800-361-1486
www.simplex.ca

• anzac, AB
   780-334-2024

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

and
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EQUIPMENT DEALERS

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

CODE
BLUE
2055 South 108th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53227
414-541-8700
800-236-6900
www.amstate.com
• Wausau, WI 54401
800-242-7113

ATS Clayton

Crown Power &
Equipment Co.
1881 Prathersville Road        
columbia, mo 65202
573-443-4541
www.crown-power.com

7512 Sharpsburg Pike
BOONSBORO, MD 21713
301-791-6830
Serving all of Maryland

Mid-South
Equipment Co.
1609 Church Road
chattanooga, tn 37421
423-899-1219
Fax 423-892-0508
www.midsouthequipment.com

Power-Up Equipment
Rental Inc.
8 Priscilla Lane Unit #6
Auburn, NH 03032
603-668-LIFT (5438)
www.poweruprental.com

Service Scaffold Co. Inc.

• jefferson city, mo
573-636-5281

29 Railroad Ave.
South Fallsburg, NY 12779
Sales • Rental • Service
845-434-8888
800-724-0553
www.servicescaffold.com

Giar & Sons Equipment, Inc.

Valco Equipment Inc.

DUTTON, MI 49316
HOWELL, MI 48843
877-597-2412
www.giarandsons.com

7801 Freedom Ave. NW
North Canton, OH 44720
800-245-5528
www.valcoequipment.com

• eldon, mo
573-392-0230

They’re big, blue and recognized for their strength, reliability, and
low cost of ownership. But it’s their legendary 90 degree rear-pivot
steering that sets Gradall® telehandlers apart…and provides amazing maneuverability even in the tightest work areas. Operators have a
clear view of the job site while enjoying the comfort and efficiencies
designed into cabs. Plus, all Gradall models can be equipped with a
wide selection of versatile attachments.
For the high level performance you need to turn a profit, nothing outmaneuvers a Gradall. Visit www.jlg.com/gradall14 or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

Contact the GRADALL Dealer Nearest You…
Aerial Lift, a Division of
Forklifts, Inc.
741 Independence Ave.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-9313
Toll Free: 800-548-2070
www.forkliftsinc.com
• Lancaster, PA
• Williamsport, PA

If you are a contracted dealer with Pettibone and
would like to be listed in the above dealer program
please contact.... 800-231-8953.

If you are a contracted
dealer with Gradall and
would like to be listed in the
above dealer program please
contact....800-231-8953.

Coast Crane Co.
4680 West Capitol Ave.
West Sacramento, CA 95691
916-371-0682
www.coastcrane.com
• 800-400-2726
   San Leandro, CA

WEB EQUIPMENT
22 Perchwood Drive
FREDERICKSBURG, VA 22405
800-225-3858
www.webequipment.com
cmorris@webequipment.com
• YORKTOWN, VA
757-897-8808
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9270 Princeton-Glendale Road
hamilton, oh 45011
513-860-2820
www.atsclayton.com

Hoover Forklift Sales

and

American State
Equipment

Where
maneuverability
is critical.

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
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GEHL • THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR COMPACT EQUIPMENT

gehl.com

Affordable Trailers, Inc.

Dealer Nearest You…
H&E Equipment Services (continued)

4078 N. Townsend Ave.       
montrose, co 81401
970-240-5009

• MISSOULA, MT
406-728-4842
800-766-5361

Giar & Sons Equipment,
Inc.

• JACKSON, MS
601-939-7777
877-564-2346

sales@affordableautomontrose.com

3258 Industrial Drive
DUTTON, MI 49316
877-597-2412
www.giarandsons.com
• HOWELL, MI
517-545-7507

H&E Equipment Services
www.he-equipment.com
• little rock, ar
501-568-7867
800-632-0577
• phoenix, az
602-232-0600
800-428-3020
• tucson, az
520-770-1120
Fax 520-770-1018

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

Contact the

• CHARLOTTE, NC
704-504-2870
Fax 704-504-2873
• ALBUQUERQUE, NM
505-764-8100
800-310-4887

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!

• LAS VEGAS, NV
702-320-6500
Fax 702-320-6569
• RENO, NV
775-358-3323
Fax 775-358-9507
• HOUSTON, TX
713-433-6411
877-321-5249

15 Masted models, 18 Telescopic models
Options to suit all of your needs.

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!

• la mirada, ca
714-522-6590
Fax 714-522-6591

Over

250,000

Units

• SALT LAKE
CITY,
So
l dUTW o r l d w i d e
801-974-0388
800-468-0388

• colorado springs, co
• ST. GEORGE, UT
719-393-1840
435-674-2994
Fax 719-393-1835
15 Masted
models, 18 Telescopic models
Fax 435-674-2971
Options
to suit all of your needs.
• orlando, fl
407-905-5344
Norris Sales Company, Inc.
Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
877-456-1216
• pennsylvania
Over 250,000 Units
Pike
So
w iE.
d Ridge
e
• coeur d’ alene,
idl d W o r l d1300
15
Masted
models,18
18Telescopic
Telescopicmodels
models
plymouth
meeting,
pa 19462
15
15
Masted
Masted
models,
models,
18
Telescopic
models
208-664-1134
Options
to
suit
all
of
your
needs.
610-279-5777
Options
Options
totosuit
suit
all
allofofyour
your
needs.
needs.
15
Masted
models,
18 Telescopic
models
800-998-1134

Need alternatives?
We got ‘em!
Need
Need
Need
alternatives?
alternatives?
Need
alternatives?
We
got
‘em!
We
got
‘em!
We
got
‘em!

• ALEXANDRIA, LA
318-443-7173
800-249-8285
• BATON ROUGE, LA
225-356-6113
800-872-1305
• GONZALES, LA
225-644-2328
888-450-0723
• KENNER, LA
504-467-5906
800-203-1869
• BELGRADE, MT
406-388-2308
Fax 406-388-3459
• BILLINGS, MT
406-259-9720
800-766-3428

• NEW JERSEY
668 Berlin Cross Keys Road
	Sicklerville, Nj 08081
856-740-1400
www.norrissales.com
info@norrissales.com

Options to suit all of your needs.

Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
Manitou
Manitou
North
North
America,
America,
Inc.
Inc.
- www.manitou-na.com
- www.manitou-na.com

Over 250,000 Units
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Manitou

15
Masted
18 Telescopic mode
Ove
r 2 5 0 , 0 0 0models,
Units
Sold Worldwide
Options
to Dealer
suit all
of your
Contact the
Manitou
Nearest
You…needs.
Coastline Equipment

Ideal Crane Rental Inc.

Manitou North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com

Six & Mango Equipment,
LLP
8741 Main St.      
FRISCO, TX 75034
972-335-2731
www.sixandmango.com

Valco Equipment Inc.

7801 Freedom Ave. NW
North canton, oh 44720
800-245-5528
www.valcoequipment.com
If you are a contracted dealer with
GEHL and would like to be listed in
the above dealer program please
contact....800-231-8953.

7725 Security Circle
O v e r Reno,
2 5 0nv, 89506
000 Units
Sold Worldwide
775-972-7677
Fax: 775-972-7699
www.coastlineequipment.com
whisenhunt@coastlineequipment.com

Fallsway Equipment
Company, Inc.
1277 DeValera Ave.
PO Box 4537
akron, oh 44310
800-458-7941
www.fallsway.com

800-825-0640
• Madison, Wi
• Oshkosh, Wi
• Milwaukee, Wi
• LaCrosse, Wi

TES Inc.

286 Central Ave.
S. kearny, nj 07032
973-589-4100
Fax: 973-589-4811
www.tes-inc.net
Email: info@tes-inc.net

If you are a contracted dealer with MANITOU and would like to be listed
in the above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.
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• BOISE, ID
208-388-3323
800-961-9796

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

• OGDEN, UT
801-612-0101
Manitou
North America, Inc. - www.manitou-na.com
Fax 801-612-0770

EQUIPMENT DEALERS
To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

Contact the Mustang Dealer Nearest You…
ABC Equipment
Rentals & Sales

29 Pearl Road
brunswick/cleveland, oh 44212
330-220-4545
www.abcequipment.com

ATS Clayton

9270 Princeton-Glendale Road
hamilton, oh 45011
513-860-2820
www.atsclayton.com

Bracing Systems

4N 350 Old Gary Ave.
hanover park, il 60133
888-259-4740
• mokena, il
888-898-8671

Dixequip Inc.

4650 S. Sam Houston Parkway E.
houston, tx 77048
713-987-0206
Toll Free 877-635-7375
www.dixequip.com

Dynamic Equipment
Corp.

W.R. Scott Equipment, LTD

R.S. Rental &
Equipment Co.

Ward Equipment LLC

9879 San Fernando Road
pacoima, ca 91331
800-640-1087

2900 County Street
somerset, ma 02726
508-672-1051
www.rsequipmentmustang.com

7290 18th St.
Edmonton, ab Canada
888-440-5040
www.wrscottequipment.com
• airdrie, ab canada
877-948-9732
1220 N. Liberty Circle
GREENSBURG, IN 47240
812-662-7668
www.wardequip.com

If you are a contracted dealer with mustang and would like to be listed in the above dealer program please contact.... 800-231-8953.

and
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80" horizontal placement system is
only available on Lull telehandlers.

Hit the mark
every time with the
Lull 80" horizontal
placement system

When accuracy
means everything…
trust Lull telehandlers.
Visit www.jlg.com/lull13
or call 877-JLG-LIFT.

Aerial Lift, a Division of
Forklifts, Inc.
741 Independence Ave.
Mechanicsburg, PA 17055
717-766-9313
Toll Free: 800-548-2070
www.forkliftsinc.com
• Lancaster, PA
• Williamsport, PA
If you are a contracted dealer with
LULL and would like to be listed in
the above dealer program please
contact.... 800-231-8953.

Arrow Equipment, LLC
1516 Glendale Dr.
Greensboro, NC 27406
800-451-6819
www.arrowequipinc.com
• Columbia, SC
866-880-8365
Boston Equipment & Supply
142 Main Street
SALEM, NH 03079
603-890-4948
800-696-7368

Bracing Systems Inc
4N 350 Old Gary Ave.
hanover park, il 60133
888-259-4740
www.bracingsystems.com
Briggs Construction
Equipment
• SOUTH CAROLINA
866-BRIGGS-6
www.briggs-ce.com
Coast Crane Co.
5601 NE Columbia Blvd.
Portland, OR 97218
888-881-2726
www.coastcrane.com

Coast Crane Co. (continued)

• 800-400-2726
   Medford, OR
   Bakersfield, CA
   San Diego, CA
   City of Industry, CA
• 800-770-7610
   Anchorage, AK
• 888-727-2637   
   Surrey, BC
Pride Equipment Corp.
150 Nassau Ave.
ISLIP, NY 11751
800-564-7743
www.prideequipment.com
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Contact the Lull Dealer Nearest You…

To Advertise in this Section Call 800-231-8953

The ability to place a load
safely, accurately and
efficiently is the most
important action
a telehandler operator
needs to perform. And
since 1959, the Lull
80" horizontal placement
system has provided
greater reach, improved
operator confidence and
more precise placement.
Now, they’re backed by the
full support of JLG.

EQUIPMENT DEALERS

“These guys trust me.
I trust Lull.® ”

Industry
TIPS

Sealing Options for Self-Lubricated
Bushings

O

By Herbert Burnell

ne of the most common causes of journal bushing failure is
contamination. The metallic wear surface has an inability
to ingest the particulate, and users of metal bushings
combat this problem through the use of grease zerks and
maintenance schedules. Grease is required on a regular basis
throughout the life of the machine to purge contaminants.
A more sophisticated product on the market is the self-lubricated
bushing. Manufacturers of this type of bushing typically design
bushing liners that are soft enough to ingest contaminants.
Each manufacturer uses a different construction to best solve
this problem. Products like Polygon Company’s PolyLube® Fiber
and MRP bushings feature a liner architecture designed with
macroscopic pockets that allow debris to be ingested without
compromising the transfer of PTFE lubricant from the bushing ID
to the shaft surface.
However, no matter how well the bushing is designed, there is
still a limit to the amount of contamination that can be ingested.
After this limit has been reached, damage to the shaft and bushing
will continue until the joint is inoperable. Some applications at high
risk of contamination are track roller systems used on off-highway
equipment and joints in lower areas of rough-terrain materialhandling equipment.

Extending bushing life

Manufacturers such as Polygon Company have explored options
for extending the life of self-lubricated bushings through the use of
seals. For its self-lubricating bushing line, Polygon has found three seal
options – the O-ring, the canned radial lip seal, and the trak or AP
seal – to protect highly contaminated bushing joints. These options
range from a temporary solution for machines designed for a low-cycle
life to high-cycle machines with extended life cycles. The amount of
protection and the life of the seal are directly reflected in the unit cost.
The O-ring is the least expensive option and is designed for use in
mildly contaminated applications that are not in direct contact with
soil. The O-ring seal option can be used with the PolyLube MRP or
Glass Tape bushings, due to its ability to machine for internal grooves.
Currently, the most popular option is the canned radial lip seal,
which is external to the bushing. The seal and bushing will be
designed to fit the same housing bore. The driver for the housing
bore dimensions is commonly available seal sizes.
The canned radial lip seal will have a finite life with respect to the
design life of most machines. Drying and cracking is the first indication
of seal failure but is not a conclusive indication of joint failure. The
Herbert Burnell is a senior applications engineer for Polygon Company,
Walkerton, Ind.
and
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Products like the PolyLube Fiber bushings feature a liner
architecture designed with macroscopic pockets that allow
debris to be ingested without compromising the transfer of
PTFE lubricant from the bushing ID to the shaft surface.
remaining wear life in the bushing may still be adequate to extend
through the design life of the application. To keep the seal supple and
maximize its life, it is recommended that the seal be oil impregnated.
The oil-impregnated seal and bushing configuration is currently
being used in the heavy equipment industry. Although the life and
cost of the radial lip seal will be greater than the O-ring option,
the cost of maintenance, or greater cost of neglect, will more than
make up for the design improvement within the first year of use.
The seal and bushing configuration also allows for inspection and
seal replacement to extend the life of the bushing and joint. The cost
of replacing one shaft, considering the unit cost of the shaft and the
man-hours needed to replace it, would pay for seals throughout the
entire machine life.
The final option for bushing protection is the trak or AP seal.
From a protection standpoint, this seal is by far the best option. It
is also the most expensive seal, usually costing four to five times the
amount of the bushing.
Use of this seal will require a heavy-wall bushing, usually 0.75
inches minimum, to avoid costly machining for each housing bore.
Typically, the life of the trak seal should extend for the entire life of
the machine.
Any design change has to be well thought out for the trade-offs
that are required. If adding a seal to the design, the trade is extended
life of the joint with reduced or eliminated maintenance, compared
to the additional unit cost of the seal. The cost of machining and
installing grease zerks or grease paths in pins will also be recovered
when replacing greased joints. This cost savings will help to offset
the disparity in unit costs of components. ■

A NEW ANGLE ON

SAVING TIME
Load Easier. Leave Faster.
Load your equipment on the Terex® HFT 70RS and be on your way in less time.
The ramp’s ultra-low 6° break-over angle lets you load most low-ground clearance
machines with ease. It’s also backed by 50 years of trailer-building experience as
well as the unmatched Genie warranty, parts availability and 24-hour support.
With tough-gripping starburst decking and multiple tie-down options, the HFT
70RS is simple to load and go — turning a time-consuming challenge into a
quick, efficient task. It won’t just change the way you load equipment ...
it could change the way you do business.

Find out more:

Low 6º
Break-Over Angle

Tough-Gripping
Starburst Decking

Large-Capacity
Flip-Tail

Multiple
Tie-Down Options

• Call your Genie sales representative
• Visit www.genieindustries.com/HFT70RS
• Call 888-428-6272 Code: HFT70
All rights are reserved. Terex® is a registered trademark of the Terex Corporation in the U.S.A. and many other countries.
Genie® is registered trademark of Genie Industries, Inc. in the U.S.A. and many other countries. Genie is a Terex Company.
© 2007 Terex Corporation.
and
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We’re in the business of engineering

reliable lift solutions

by people who care.

Come visit us at World of Concrete Booth #C7537.
We’ll have some new products on our lot.
For information call 1-800-265-2738
or visit us online at www.skyjack.com

